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This document provides a transcription of 
what is identified as Book 2 of J.W. McCormick, a 
funeral home doing business in Columbia, South 
Carolina during the late nineteenth and early 
twentieth centuries. This volume includes 
individuals passing through the McCormick 
Funeral Home between December 1903 and April 
1906, including patients of the S.C. State Hospital 
who had family able to pay for burial costs, as well 
as white and black citizens primarily of the 
Columbia, South Carolina area.  
 
The information includes the decedent’s 
name, last place of residence, their age, the cause 
of death, the attending physician, the death date 
and the burial date, the location of the funeral and 
burial, who was to pay for the funeral, and then 
listing of itemized costs – such as washing the 
body, “preservation” (embalming), the casket 
(including a description and cost), information on 
the handles used (if something out of the ordinary, 
i.e., involving extra cost), the use of a vault, 
clothing costs, and other funeral costs (such as the 
hearse), and cemetery charges.  
 
In sum, the record provides a unique 
means of tracing the development of the funeral 
industry in Columbia – a relatively small fall line 
community – as well as tracing the development 
and utilization of different services by the death 
industry. In addition, the record provides a 
unique genealogical opportunity – providing 
death and burial related information at a time 
prior to mandatory South Carolina death 
certificates (which begin in 1915). Although the 
McCormick firm apparently served primarily 
white clientele, there are records for a small 
number of African American citizens – suggesting 
a willingness on the part of McCormick to provide 
services regardless of race. 
 
We have previously published the 
transcription of McCormick Bk. 1, and that 
publication (Trinkley and Hacker 2004) provides 
information on other undertakers and funeral 
directors in Columbia, as well as the different 
cemeteries available to Columbia’s citizens during 
the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.  
 
These volumes are being provided 
through the courtesy and assistance of the Dunbar 
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 The volume measures 12¼ by 10¼ inches 
and is bound in black leather with red leather 
reinforcements at the corners and on the spine. 
This red leather is accented with gold. On the 
spine, stamped in gold, is “REGISTER,” and below 
that the numeral 2. Below that is a paper label, 
heavily damaged, with the inclusive dates of 
December 1, 1903 to April 7, 1906. The individual 
sections are sewn in with thread. On the inside 
front cover is the label for the R.L. Bryan 
Company, 1225-1227 Main Street, Columbia, S.C., 
instructing, “Duplicate Order by this Number 
No.80457.”  
 
 At the front of the volume are index pages 
columnar ruled in double red lines, with side cloth 
alphabetized tabs. Each individual numbered page 
is a printed burial form (see Figure 1). At least in 
theory this ensures that the same information was 
collected for each client, although as review of the 
data reveals, this was often not the case. Pages are 
numbered from 1 to 504.  
 
 The volume was primarily McCormick’s 
means of tracking burials so he could invoice 
clients. Each burial is associated with an itemized 
cost and each page includes a ledger to allow the 
account to be maintained.  
 
The McCormick Firm 
 
 A more complete account of Columbia’s 
undertaking firms can be found in Trinkley and 
Hacker (2004), but here we will only briefly 
outline the history of the McCormick firm. 
 
By at least 1903 the firm of McCormick 
and Pletscher, located at 1440 Main Street, was 
advertising that they were the successors to M.H. 
Berry (Walsh Directory Company 1903, 1905). This 
suggests that this volume represents the earliest of 
the funerals conducted by the new firm and dates 
to their organization. By 1910 J.W. McCormick 
advertised himself as the successor to McCormick 
and Pletscher. The 1924 Columbia Directory lists a 
new firm, the Dunbar Funeral Home, along with 
J.W. McCormick (at 1217 Hampton). 
 
By 1950 the J.W. McCormick firm had 
changed its name to the McCormick Funeral 
Home in keeping with a growing trend and 
moved from its 1217 Hampton address to 1510 
Hampton (Hill’s Directory Company 1950). The 
McCormick firm is listed for the last time in 1959. 
In 1960 it was listed as Oaklawn Funeral Home, 
still at the 1510 Hampton Street address (Hill 
Directory Company 1960). By 1961, however, 
Oaklawn had moved to a new building at 3926 
Devine Street (Hill Directory Company 1961). Also 
in 1961 the “undertakers” listing was dropped by 
the Columbia City Directory. 
 
 In 1962 John Dunbar, Jr. purchased the 
Oaklawn Funeral Home on Devine Street, creating 
the Dunbar Devine Street Chapel, allowing 
expansion into a new and growing section of 
Columbia (Anonymous 1984:6). 
 
 The Dunbar Funeral Home acquired the 
McCormick records through their acquisition of 
the Oaklawn Funeral Home and it is to their credit 





 The transcription follows as faithfully as 
possible the original material. Misspellings are 
retained (except where they were so egregious 
that they would result in ambiguity or 
uncertainty). There are also some pages with 
multiple entries. Some appear to represent burials 
for which relatively little information was 
available and others represent the sale of materials  





Figure 1. Blank page from the McCormick Register showing layout and range of information areas. 




(such as a coffin or other materials) to fellow 
funeral directors around the state. These are 
included for historical purposes, although they do 
not reflect burial or genealogical information. 
 
 We were confronted with a great deal of 
information beyond what the average genealogist 
would want – information on the coffin, the costs 
of various clothing items, information on where 
the funeral took place, as opposed to the burial, 
and so forth. We have attempted to include as 
much of this information as possible for each 
burial, believing that it offers a unique 
opportunity to trace the development of different 
funeral services, better understand the costs 
associated with these services, evaluate social 
implications of different burial activities, and so 
forth. We have, however, made the decision not to 
include detailed payment information. We’ve 
noticed that McCormick was relatively successful 
in obtaining full payment and relatively few debts 




 Although there are 508 entries in the 
volume, there are actually only 500 detailed 
burials. Of these 36 (7.2%) were African 
Americans (identified in the book as “colored”) 
and the remainder were whites.  For comparison, 
in 1900 about 62% of Richland County’s 
citizens were African Americans – so clearly 
the McCormick firm handled a very small 
proportion of the African Americans dying in 
and around the City of Columbia. Of the 36 
African Americans all but 11 were patients at 
the S.C. State Hospital, but they are distinct 
from those identified in Vol. 1 (Trinkley and 
Hacker 2004) because these had families able 
to claim the bodies and provide for burial 
expenses. 
 
 While we will discuss a number of 
different issues, the reader should keep in 
mind that we have no way of determining if 
the sample in the McCormick volume is 
representative. Certainly the small number of 
African Americans present makes this 
sample suspect. It is even less representative 
in that nearly a third of those represented died in 
the State Hospital.  The much larger sample of 
whites may, or may not, be truly representative of 
the general Columbia population and without 
much more extensive study we cannot be certain. 
Nevertheless, the sample size – 464 – makes the 













































Figure 2. Mortality graph for whites listed in McCormick’s 
volume 2. 
 
Age of Death 
 
 When we look at the African American 
sample we find an average age at death of 38. 
Whites had only a slightly longer average life span 
of 42 years. In this case it is pretty clear that the 
African American sample is not representative 
since it includes only one child. A larger, more 
representative sample would almost certainly 
yield a younger death age. For example Beardsley 
notes that in 1910 black males in the United States 
could expect to die 4 years earlier than white 
males and black females could expect to die up to 
9 years earlier than white females (Beardsley 
1987:17). Urban areas were even worse for blacks 
during the first quarter of the nineteenth century 
(Beardsley 1987:24). 
 
 When only whites (with a far larger 
sample) are considered, it is possible to develop a 
mortality graph (Figure 2), revealing the percent 




dying by age classes. There is a steadily rising 
chance of death from birth to a peak between 1 
and 10 years. The rising peak is probably the 
result of the gradual reduction in immunity as the 
infant reduces nursing and is switched to other 
food sources. There is a drop during the ages of 11 
to 20, then an increase and plateau during the 
work years between 21 and 60. The death rate 
peaks at 61-70 and gradually falls from there. 
 
Cause of Death 
 
 Of the 500 burials, a cause of death is 
listed for 341 individuals, or 68%. While this 
sounds relatively comprehensive, many of these 
with a cause of death (173 or 51%) were patients at 
the State Hospital and an additional 17 (5%) were 
in other hospitals. This leaves only 151 other 
individuals who were not either hospitalized or 
wards of the state.  
 
 Nevertheless, if we combine all of these 
individuals together the most commonly listed 
cause of death was tuberculosis, described as 
“general tuberculosis” or “pulmonary 
tuberculosis” in the volume. This disease accounts 
for 52 examples or 15% of the total (11 of these 
were within the State Hospital and one was in the 
State Prison). To this should likely be added 12 
cases of phthisis pulmonalis, although 11 of the 
cases were recorded from the State Hospital. One 
period text explains that “consumption, or 
phythisis, is the popular name applied to a disease 
in which the chief outstanding and prevailing 
symptom is a rapid or gradual wasting away of 
the body, accompanied by fever, associated with 
the loss of strength and enfeeblement of all the 
bodily functions . . . the essential part of the 
disease is termed tuberculosis” (Corish 1923: 671). 
There are also several cased listed only as 
“consumption” and one case as “pulmonary 
consumption.”  Together, these would account for 
nearly 20% of the identified deaths. Beardsley 
(1987:13) comments that in 1900 TB was the most 
frightening and deadly of all the health problems 
faced by blacks or whites.  
 
 The next most common cause of death 
was pneumonia, accounting for 25 deaths (7%, 
including two at the State Hospital). Beardsley 
explains that, “in the pre-penicillin era, 
pneumonia carried off great numbers of whites 
and blacks, operating as a kind of executioner 
after victims had been substantially weakened by 
other illness” (Beardsley 1987:16).  
 
 There are 26 causes of death that include a 
broad range of mental defects, including “acute 
mania” (seven cases), “acute melancholy” (six 
cases), and “senile exhaustion,” “senile insanity,” 
and “senility” (13 cases). Of these, all but one were 
reported from the State Hospital, suggesting that 
while common among this particular population, 
these causes were not typically found in the 
general population. It is difficult to interpret from 
these terms the actual diseases, but they could 
reasonably range from true mental illness to 
alcoholism to syphilis. 
 
 “General paralysis” accounts for 22 cases, 
all within the State Hospital. Also known as 
paralytic dementia or general paresis, the early 
symptoms were “not very suggestive,” but they 
progressed to: 
 
a tremor of the lips and tongue 
and irregularity of the pupils . . . . 
The gait assumes a peculiar, 
unnatural movement. The patient 
may now sink into a 
hypochondriac state. 
Sleeplessness is common. There 
be epileptic seizures followed by 
various forms of paralysis. The 
bladder and rectum become 
paralyzed, urine and faeces being 
passed involuntarily. The patient 
now becomes a bed-ridden 
invalid, extremely liable to Bed 
Sores.  Death occurs from 
exhaustion or some intercurrent 
disease (Gunn 1901:388-389). 
 
This was generally a terminal phase of syphilis, so 
we should add to these 22 cases, two additional 
cases listed specifically as syphilis – both from the 




State Hospital. This disease accounts for 7% of the 
identified causes of death. 
 
 Diseases of the kidneys or urinary tract 
account for at least 18 deaths (5.3% of the total). 
These include nephritis (eight cases), Bright’s 
Disease (seven cases), and uremia (three cases) – 
all are similar. Nephritis and Bright’s Disease are 
essentially the same and reflected an 
understanding that the kidneys were inflamed. 
Gunn comments that,  
 
The attention is usually called to 
the condition by an increase or 
decrease in the amount of urine 
passes; puffiness or swelling of 
the eyelids and feet. A convulsion 
may be the first indication of 
Bright’s Disease. Pain in the back 
may or may not be present. If 
some of the urine is boiled, a 
white, feathery mass is formed 
throughout the urine [indicating 
the presence of albumin] (Gunn 
1901:271).  
 
Uremia was recognized as the collection of waste 
products in the blood as the kidneys were unable 
to function. “These waste products collect in the 
blood and act as a poison to the entire body, but 
especially upon the nervous system” (Gunn 
1901:272). In fact, Gunn notes that the disease may 
be mistaken for epilepsy. 
 
 Epilepsy is listed in 17 cases (5%), all from 
the State Hospital. Not well understood, epileptics 
were often thought to have a mental disease, 
although rickets, convulsions as an infant, and 
especially masturbation were all thought to be 
causative agents (Gunn 1901:412-414). In so far as 
the defining feature were seizures, it is likely that 
this was listed as the cause of death for a great 
many diseases, including syphilis. 
 
 Various heart related diseases (described 
as “heart disease,” “organic heart disease,” 
“organic heart disease afflexry,” and “valvular 
heart disease”) account for at least 16 deaths or 
4.7% of the total. 
 
 Typhoid fever accounts for 15 deaths 
(4.4%), including 4 at the State Hospital and 5 in 
other hospitals or clinics around the city.  Typhoid 
fever is caused by the bacterium Salmonella typhi 
and is characterized by fever, diarrhea, headache, 
eruption of rose-colored spots, and intestinal 
inflammation. While common during the 
nineteenth century, it was gradually eradicated 
during the twentieth with improving sanitation. 
 
 There are 11 deaths attributed to either  La 
Grippe (nine cases) or influenza (two cases) and 
only one is from the State Hospital. Accounting for 
3.8% of the identified deaths, influenza was 
recognized as an endemic or epidemic contagious 
disease and even at this time its seriousness was 
fully understood. Patients were to be watched 
carefully and it was understood that individuals, 
in a seriously weakened condition, generally died 
of complications (Gunn 1901:337). Hays notes that 
pandemics have been documented at least from 
the eighteenth century, although the most serious 
of the pre-twentieth century pandemics occurred 
in 1889-1890. The next significant occurrence was 
the 1918 pandemic (Hays 1998:270). 
 
 Cerebral hemorrhages, “cerebral 
apoplexy,” and “cerebral congestion,” and 
“apoplexy” account for 11 deaths (3.2%). All are 
the modern equivalent of a stroke and Gunn 
describes apoplexy as, 
 
a disease characterized by a 
sudden loss of feeling, 
consciousness, and the power of 
voluntary motion. Its immediate 
cause is internal pressure upon 
the brain, from congestion or 
effusion. It is most usually 
produced by the escape of blood 
from a ruptured vessel of the 
brain (Gunn 1901:389). 
 
 Cancer (including of the uterus, throat, 
stomach, and neck) accounts for six deaths 
(representing 1.8%).  





 There are a few deaths 
listed as “natural” or “old age,” 
but far more interesting are the 
uncommon causes. For 
example, in the period covered 
by these records there is one 
case of “hemoragic 
[hemorrhagic] small pox.” The 
affected individual was Mary 
Seigler, who died at 822 
Elmwood under the care of D.S. 
Pope. Gunn commented that at 
the beginning of the twentieth 
century smallpox was “too well 
known to need a particular 
description” (Gunn 1901:326). 
Also one death resulted from 
malaria at the State Hospital.  
And there is one death 
recorded as “opium poisoning” 
– also at the State Hospital. 
 
 These data reveal that Columbia, in the 
first decade of the twentieth century, was in the 
transition period from “the age of receding 
pandemics” to “the age of degenerative and Man-
made diseases” in the words of social 
demographer Paul E. Zopf, Jr.  
Infectious and parasitic 
diseases are still extracting a 
heavy toll, but we are also 
seeing a number of deaths 
caused by heart disease, 




 The McCormick 
records are especially 
important since they document 
the period when not only 
degenerative diseases are on 
the increase, but that more 
people are dying under a 
physician’s care – illness, 
disease, and death are being 
removed from the hands of the 




































































 The McCormick records provide a 
snapshot of Columbia area physicians. Of the 500 
burials, 430 individuals had an attending 
physician (or coroner) listed. Many (181 or 42%) of 




Figure 4. Graph of monthly deaths reported by McCormick, volume 1, 
with trendline. 




State Hospital physicians signing death certificates 
were J.L. Thompson, Sarah C. Allen, and J.W. 
Babcock.  Babcock was appointed director of the 
State Hospital in 1891 (Waring 1967:188) and 
Thompson assumed the position afterwards. 
 
 Outside of the State Hospital there are a 
few names that are found frequently in the 
McCormick records, including B.W. Taylor, F.D. 
Kendall, J.H. McIntosh, L.K. Philpot, R.W. Gibbes, 
and T.M. Dubose.  
 
 Taylor would have been at the end of his 
practice (he died in 1905), but was a very 
prominent Columbia physician, serving as the 
president of the South Carolina Medical 
Association, the president of State Board of 
Health, and also as the president of the Board of 
Regents of the State Hospital (Waring 1968:309-
310).  
 
 While McIntosh does not appear in 
Hennig (1936), he is listed in Waring (1968:355) as 
a president of the South Carolina Medical 
Association.  
 
 Dr. L.K. Philpot was the attending 
physician at the Door of Hope between 1898 and 
1918. This institution, found in 1898, offered 
shelter, prenatal and obstetrical care for young 
women (Hennig 1936:160).  
 
 T.M. Dubose was part of the original 
surgical staff of the Columbia Hospital (Hennig 
1936:158) 
 
 Other physicians listed and identified 
with Columbia include A.B. Knowlton, founder of 
a 70-bed facility known as the Knowlton 
infirmary, which later became the Baptist Hospital 
(Hennig 1936:157, 160); LeGrand Guerry, a 
surgeon at the Columbia Hospital; and J.J. Watson, 
diagnostician at the Columbia Hospital.  
 
 Of particular interest are those physicians 
– outside of the State Hospital – that were treating 
African American patients: A.A. Madden, S.M. 
Deal, J.H. McIntosh, and F.D. Kendall. Little is 
known of these physicians, but they deserve 
additional attention. Not only was black health a 
largely ignored issued during this period but 
Moore (1993:335) reports only two small 
infirmaries for African Americans in Columbia – 
the Good Samaritan at 1508 Gregg Street and a 
sanatorium known by several names, including 




 There are 500 death dates provided in 
Volume 2 – spanning the period of December 1903 
through early April 1906. Figure 4 illustrates a 
simple graph of showing the month of death for 
these 500 cases.  While we see the monthly death 
rate varying from a low of 12 to a high of 27, 
patterning is uncertain, at least in this limited 
sample. For example, we find peaks at May 1904, 
November 1904, and May 1905. This may suggest 
peaks in the spring, although the death rate is not 
sustained, but peaks and then rapidly declines in 
June.  Moreover, the trend line suggests that the 
Columbia death rate – at least as reflected in the 
McCormick papers – was relatively steady.  
 
 Consequently, this information may have 
more impact on McCormick’s business plan than 
on any demographic analysis. It appears that 
McCormick could reasonably expect an average of 
about 17 or 18 bodies per month – or about one 
every other day. 
 
The Cost of Death and Burial 
 
 The McCormick records are perhaps most 
useful for the information they provide on the 
costs associated with dying and being buried in 
Columbia in the first decade of the twentieth 
century, as well as the styles and activities that 
were associated with coffins and funerals. 
 
 Relatively few of the families chose to pay 
McCormick for washing the body – in fact only 15 
out of 500 chose this option (or about 3%). Only 
four of the 15 also received embalming. Six of the 
remaining 11 were asylum patients.  
 




 This is a very small sample and while it is 
convincing enough to suggest that washing was a 
very minimal part of McCormick’s business, it is 
difficult to suggest why this may be so. Perhaps 
the infrequency of washing indicates that 
preparing the body was still very much a family 
activity in Columbia; or the washing may have 
been used only under special circumstances. We 
can speculate that some individuals from the State 
Hospital may have required washing for hygienic 
reasons, while others may have needed washing 
given the nature of their death (although there 
seem to be few similarities in the cases reported).  
 
 Regardless of the reasons, washing cost 
between $5 ($100 in 2002$) and $15 ($300 in 2002$), 
with the average cost being $6 ($120 in 2002$). 
 
 Embalming, while far more common, was 
still conducted on only 200 of the 500 bodies 
represented in this sample (or 40%).  
 
 This information is very important since it 
begins to help us better understand the 
breakdown of resistance to embalming. Very 
recently Gary Laderman explained, 
 
There are no statistical data for 
the number of bodies embalmed 
in the early decades of the 
century, but according to many 
second and third generation 
funeral directors, embalming 
rapidly became a standard 
feature of the undertaking work 
performed by their fathers and 
grandfathers (Laderman 2003:6). 
 
The McCormick data for a modest metropolitan 
Southern city do not clearly support this view – 
especially when we realize that embalming began 
in earnest during the Civil War. With only 40% of 
the clientele selecting embalming in the middle to 
later half of the first decade of the twentieth 
century, it certainly seems that the practice was 
growing in acceptance, if not popularity, but to 
say that it was “rapidly” accepted seems to be a 
generalization that can’t be applied to Columbia. 
 It may be that some of the resistance (if 
there was resistance, as opposed to simple poverty 
that precluded wide-spread acceptance) was 
founded on the concerns by conservative 
Protestants that embalming mutilated the body 
and rendered it adulterated, potentially affecting 
its ultimate resurrection.  
 
The highest embalming charge by 
McCormick was $25 ($500 in 2002$) paid by three 
individuals being shipped – in two cases out of 
state and in one case to Charleston. The lowest 
cost was $5 ($100 in 2002$) paid by two 
individuals – both working individuals, one a 
black and the other a white. Most embalming, 
however, cost between $10 and $15, with an 
average cost of $11.92 ($238 in 2002$).  
 
 There is some indication that embalming 
was used for the most elaborate funerals – the 
total cost of funerals with embalming averaged 
$92.07 ($1,841 in 2002$), while the total cost of 
funerals without embalming averaged $58.71 
($1,174 in 2002$). Granted the cost of embalming 
itself explains some of this difference, but not all. 
Consequently, embalming may have still been a 
status indicator, used by those desiring – or able – 
to spend more. 
 
 The use of vaults was relatively 
uncommon – only 29 out of the 500 burials 
included a vault (or 5.8%). The most common was 
a slate vault with a cost of $50 ($1,000 in 2002$), 
although one slate vault cost as little as $35 ($700 
in 2002$).  
 
 Habenstein and Lamers (1955:292-306) 
suggest that vaults arose during the nineteenth 
century with various efforts to use “rock, stone, or 
brick” to protect the coffin – both to separate the 
body from the earth and to thwart grave robbers. 
In the late nineteenth century the efforts became 
progressively more elaborate as fears mounted 
concerning the body of a loved one being stolen 
for use in dissection at the local medical school.  In 
the late 1870s and early 1880s both metal and 
concrete vaults became available.  They note, 
however, that the acceptance of vaults was slow 




and by 1915 only 5 to 10% of all burials included a 
vault (and most of these were metal) (Habenstein 
and Lamers 1955:302). In addition, as the threat of 
grave robbing diminished, vaults were 
increasingly promoted for their ability to protect 
the coffin (and of course today are sold to 
minimize landscape issues associated with sinking 
graves). In addition, throughout the 
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries a 
large number of graves included the outer 
wooden shipping box used to protect the 
coffin. Initially the box was probably buried 
with the coffin simply as means of disposal, 
but eventually it, too, became sold as a 
protective measure. 
 
 Habenstein and Lamers only briefly 
mention slate vaults, noting that they came 
into use “somewhat latter in the 
[nineteenth] century.  . . before the more 
easily manufactured concrete vaults 
appeared” (Habenstein and Lamers 
1955:295-297). This is a rather vague 
generality since slate vaults are advertised 
contemporaneously with metal vaults at 
least as late as 1920 (Figure 6).  
 
 While the subject clearly requires 
more research, we are inclined to view slate 
vaults as less expensive than metal 
alternatives, easier to transport and 
assemble than concrete, and easier to store 
than any other option, including wood. We 
suspect that Columbia was not on the 
cutting edge of the vault market, so we 
aren’t surprised to find so many slate vaults 
being used – with absolutely no mention of 
any metal vault in the McCormick records.  
 
 Other vaults identified in the 
McCormick records include several that 
were “concrete and brick,” at costs of 
between $30 and $35 ($600 to $700 in 
2002$). Consequently, there was relatively 
little cost savings over slate – and this may 
explain the popularity of the latter. 
 
 There are also several individuals 
whose graves were only “lined” at a cost of $2 ($40 
in 2002$). We suspect that this means the graves 
were lined in wood – a technique that was used 
simply to keep soil off the coffin in the short-term. 
We suspect that it made the family “feel better” 
about their loved one, at a very low cost. 
Figure 6. Advertisement for slate vaults from the 
September 1, 1920 issue of The Casket, a trade 
journal for funeral directors and embalmers. 
 




 Turning to the issue of coffins, th
McCormick records provide a wealth of detaile
information. As previously mentioned, a few o
the entries show two prices – one for the coffi
and the other (lower) price for an exterior bo
sometimes a “shipping box,” that was used in lie
of a vault. These are relatively uncommon (1
examples) and for our purposes here we hav
combined these costs. 
 
The average cost of a casket was $45.3
Comparison o
Size L W H Size
2/0 34 17 3/4 14 3/4 2/0 3
2/3 37 17 3/4 14 3/4 2/3 3
2/6 40 18 3/4 15 3/4 2/6 4
2/9 44 18 3/4 15 3/4 2/9 4
3/0 46 20 1/4 16 3/4 3/0 4
3/3 49 20 1/4 16 3/4 3/3 4
3/6 52 21 3/4 17 3/4 3/6 5
3/9 55 21 3/4 17 3/4 3/9 5
4/0 58 22 3/4 18 1/4 4/0 5
4/3 61 22 3/4 18 1/4 4/3 6
4/6 64 24 19 1/4 4/6 6
4/9 68 24 19 1/4 4/9
5/0 71 26 1/4 20 1/4 5/0
5/3 74 26 1/4 20 1/4 5/3
5/6 78 27 3/4 22 1/4 5/6
5/9 81 27 3/4 23 1/4 5/9
6/0 84 28 3/4 23 1/4 6/0
6/3 87 28 3/4 23 1/4 6/3
6/6
Size L W H Size
2/0 36 19 3/4 14 3/4 2/0
2/3 39 19 3/4 14 3/4 2/3 3
2/6 42 20 3/4 15 3/4 2/6 4
2/9 46 20 3/4 15 3/4 2/9 4
3/0 48 22 1/4 16 3/4 3/0 4
3/3 51 22 1/4 16 3/4 3/3 4
3/6 53 23 3/4 17 3/4 3/6 5
3/9 57 23 3/4 17 3/4 3/9 5
4/0 60 24 3/4 18 1/4 4/0 5
4/3 63 24 3/4 18 1/4 4/3 6
4/6 66 26 19 1/4 4/6
4/9 70 26 19 1/4 4/9
5/0 73 28 1/4 20 1/4 5/0
5/3 76 28 1/4 20 1/4 5/3
5/6 80 29 3/4 22 1/4 5/6
5/9 83 29 3/4 23 1/4 5/9
6/0 86 30 3/4 23 1/4 6/0
6/3 89 30 3/4 23 1/4 6/3
6/6
Outside MeasPine Boxes          Sunbury 




Outside Meas Hardwood Boxes 






f Coffin Measurements 









($906 in 2002$), with a low of $5 ($100 in 2002$) 
reserved for asylum patients and a high of $650 
($13,000 in 2002$) spent for one individual – 
Charles Logan.  
L W H Size L W H
3 1/2 16 1/4 15
6 1/2 16 1/4 15
0 1/2 17 1/2 16
1 1/2 17 1/2 16
5 1/2 19 1/4 17
8 1/2 19 1/4 17
1 1/2 21 1/4 18
4 1/2 21 1/4 18
7 1/2 21 3/4 18 1/2
0 1/2 21 3/4 18 1/2
4 22 3/4 19 1/2
67 22 3/4 19 1/2
70 24 3/4 20 1/2
73 24 3/4 20 1/2
77 26 3/4 22 1/2
80 29 1/4 24 1/2
83 29 1/4 24 1/2 6/0 80 26 21
86 29 1/4 24 1/2 6/3 83 26 21
89 29 1/4 24 1/2
L W H Size L W H
7 1/2 17 1/2 15 1/4
1 1/2 18 3/4 16 1/4 2/6 39 17 15
3 1/2 18 3/4 16 1/4
6 1/2 20 1/2 17 1/4 3/0 45 19 16
9 1/2 20 1/2 17 1/4
2 1/2 22 1/2 18 1/4
5 1/2 22 1/2 18 1/4
8 1/2 23 18 3/4 4/0 58 20 1/2 17 1/2
1 1/2 23 18 3/4
65 24 19 3/4
68 24 19 3/4
71 26 20 3/4 5/0 71 24 20 1/2
74 26 20 3/4
79 30 24 1/2
82 30 24 1/2
85 30 24 1/2
88 30 24 1/2
91 30 24 1/2
Casket Co., Scranton, PA.    
Ca. 1920
Norwood Casket Co, Norwood , NY    
1927
s Hardwood Boxes   Miller 
 Scranton, PA.                Ca. 
1920
Outside Meas Hardwood Boxes  




Logan was one of Columbia’s few slave 
traders, maintaining a small “jail” or “holding 
pen” for slaves prior to their sale behind his house 
at the corner of Assembly and Senate streets. 
Moore (1993:120) notes that he was listed as a 
“speculator” in the 1860 city directory. After the 




Civil War he became involved in horse trading 
and apparently accumulated a “small fortune.” At 
this death, The State noted only that this fortune 
was accumulated “through speculative deals of 
various sorts” and Moore notes that, 
 
Even this faint hint of tainted 
money was forgotten as soon as 
Logan’s bequests became known. 
They included $60,000 to be 
divided among St. Peter’s 
Catholic Church, Columbia 
Hospital, city schools (the major 
recipient), and municipal officials 
charged with preventing cruelty 
to animals (Moore 1993:120). 
 
Hennig (1936:128) notes that his $40,000 and four 
acres of land left to the schools was to be used for 
the construction a school to be named either 
Logan School or Logan High School and should a 
school not be maintained on the site, the property 
would revert back to the Logan estate. The Logan 
School was built on Elmwood Avenue, although 
today it has been converted into apartments. 
 
 Logan’s coffin was listed as “slate 6/3 
solid copper Bev. Plate glass full tufted lid.” Like 
many of the notations, the exact meaning can no 
long be absolutely deciphered, but we can venture 
some guesses. Why the slate reference was 
included here is uncertain, but it is certainly a 
reference to the slate vault that was used. The 
coffin itself was a 6/3 solid copper model. The 6/3 
numbers are a reference to size, but unfortunately 
these are only generally standardized – each 
manufacturer would measure slightly differently 
(see, for example, Table 1). Solid metal coffins 
were highly regarded, being expensive and 
thought to offer exceptional protection. The 
reference to a “Bev. Plate glass,” indicates that the 
coffin had a beveled plate glass viewing port, 
probably over the upper torso. Covering it would 
have been a “full tufted lid,” with the full being a 
reference to the lid being one-piece from toe to 
head. The “tufted” is a reference to interior 
finishing. 
 
 Most other coffins were not nearly this 
elaborate. There are a variety of references to 
numbers (such as 1210, 20, 25, 29), letters (a or b), 
or names (such as York or Rockwell), as well as to 
essentially descriptive terms (such as Blk. Clo. Or 
couch). The numbers and names are clearly taken 
from a manufacturer’s catalog. Both systems were 
used and often manufacturers would also include 
telegraphic names to be used in lieu of numbers. 
Of course these have meanings only if the 
manufacturer is known. While additional research 
may eventually identify a York, or a 1210 that can 
reasonably be attributed to McCormick, at present 
this is not possible. 
 
 The letters – A or B – are also used and the 
prices – ranging from about $8 to $25 for “A” and 
from $12 to $25 for “B,” suggests that these are 
likely wood coffins – probably pine. The 
distinction between them may be external 
finishing, hardware, or internal cloth. 
 
 The descriptive names are much easier to 
understand, but of course they provide only very 
basic information. For example a “couch” 
describes a particular type of coffin where the 
front (side) panel drops open, allow full viewing 
of the body as though it was laying on a couch 
(Figure 7). A variation on the theme was a quarter 
drop, which exposed a portion of the body, but 
still provided a sold wall along the front. 
 
 Some names provide information on 
wood – such as chestnut.  Others identify that the 
fabric covering the coffin was a crepe.  At times 
the listing reveals that the coffin was lined in 
copper – proving extra strength and “protection.” 
Some colors are also indicated, especially white, 
used especially for children 
 
 The coffin seems to have been a very 
important aspect of McCormick’s funeral service. 
The average burial cost was $67.76 ($1,355 in 
2002$) with a range of $7 ($140 in 2002$) for a State 
Hospital burial to $778.75 ($15,575 in 2002$) for 
Charles Logan. As mentioned earlier, the coffins 
alone ranged from $5 to $650, with an average of 
$45.34. Consequently, at the low end the coffin 




represented 71% of McCormick’s bill while at the 
high end it represented 83%. On average the coffin 
price represented just over two-thirds of the total 
funeral cost.  
 
 With additional research (especially the 
recovery of price lists appropriate to the time 
period) it should be possible to begin estimating 
McCormick’s markup on these coffins – allowing 
an estimation of his overall profit margin.  
 
 We do have one catalog providing the 
price -- $8 -- for a 6/0 pine box in 1927 (Norwood 
Casket Company Price List dated August 1, 1927). 
When converted to 1905 dollars this would be 
about $4 and perhaps reflects what McCormick 
would pay for a relatively well finished pine 
coffin. This is likely what he was selling for $10, 
reflecting a 40% mark-up, at least for this one 
product.  
 
 There were, however, a variety of 
additional charges, even if they were seemingly 
small. For example, McCormick offered a wide 
range of clothing items for the deceased and these 
were used by 236 of the 500 or about 47% of his 
clientele. 
 
 Outside of normal garments, there were 
three main offerings – 
a shroud, a sheet, and 
a robe.  The most 
common item was the 
“robe,” purchased by 
157 families (31% of 
the total and two-
thirds of those who 
acquired clothing). 
Sheets, sometimes 
called a “sanitary 
sheet,” “shipping 
sheet,” or “sterilized 
shipping sheet,” were 
used by 57 individuals 
(44 of which were 
State Hospital burials). 
Only two individuals 
in this series of records 
opted for a shroud (representing only 0.4%).  
 
Figure 7. Example of a “couch” style coffin with the front dropped open (from 
the ca. 1920 Sanbury Burial Case Company catalog). 
 
 It is difficult to understand what 
McCormick meant by these different terms, since 
each has a variety of meanings in late nineteenth 
and early twentieth century society. In general, 
however, the robe was a modern adaptation of the 
earlier shroud.  
 
 In the nineteenth century a shroud, 
among Christian populations, was a backless 
garment with sleeves, usually with ruffling to 
decorate the front that covered the body from 
neck to feet.  Being backless, they were easily 
placed on the corpse, giving it the appearance of 
being clothed while minimizing the labor 
involved. This, of course, is very different from 
Jewish shrouds, or tahrihim, that include a shirt, 
pants, head and face covering, and belt.  In both 
religions, however, the shroud, lacking pockets 
(for the accumulation of wealth) and being of a 
relatively standard form, provided equality in 
death and avoided the embarrassment at not 
being able to afford lavish burial clothes. These 
have historically been made of linen (which, at 
least early on, reflected the religious belief that 
Christ was buried in linen), cotton (in the South 
probably a matter of socioeconomic status since it 
was so common and affordable) or occasionally 






 The robe was a late nineteenth or early 
twentieth modification of the shroud. It was still 
backless, but was updated to reflect more normal 
clothing – such as a shirt, blouse, or coat. 
 
 The various sheets, sometimes called 
winding sheets, were placed under the body in the 
coffin and folded over the body as the lid was 
closed.  While the lid was open they would be 
pulled back and extended over the sides. The 
body was not actually “wound” in the sheet in the 
late nineteenth century, but was simply covered. 
Usually the body would be dressed in some other 
clothing. 
 
 The shrouds were $5 ($100 in 2002$) and 
both were used by State Hospital patients. 
 
 McCormick offered robes ranging in cost 
from $4 ($80 in 2002$) to $10 ($200 in 2002$), with 
most being black and costing $5 ($100 in 2002$), 
although both white and cream were also 
available. 
 
 The sheets used by McCormick ranged 
from only $2.12 ($42.40 in 2002$) for a State 
Hospital patient to the far more common price of 
$5 ($100 in 2002$).  
 
 In terms of “normal” clothing that might 
be provided by McCormick, we find ties (.25¢ or 
$5 in 2002$), silk stocking ($2 or $40 in 2002$), 
shoes ($2.50 or $50 in 2002$), underwear and sock 
combinations ($1.25 to $2.25 or $25 to $45 in 
2002$), and suits ($12 to $30 or $240 to $600 in 
2002$) for men. 
 
 For women he offered a dress in brown or 
black, ranging in price from $18 to $20 ($360 to 
$400 in 2002$) and a white silk wrap (or wrapper) 
Henrietta for $25 ($500 in 2002$).  
 
 Another very common item offered by 
McCormick were gloves – purchased by 128 of the 
families (a little over a quarter of the total).  They 
were typically offered for .25¢ ($5 in 2002$) a pair, 
but were occasionally discounted to .17¢ ($3.40 in 
2002$). The average quantity purchased was 10 
pair, although most (fully half) purchased only six 
pair – consistent with six pall bearers. The largest 
quantity purchased was 36 pair, for the funeral of 
B.W. Taylor, a noted Columbia physician.  
 
 Other charges common for funerals 
included the hearse, with a typical charge of $5 
($100 in 2002$) when used locally and $10 to $15 
($200 to $300 in 2002$) when used in the 
“country,” meaning outside the city. Carriages 
were less expensive, being provided at $3 ($60 in 
2002$). The “service wagon” is noted occasionally 
in the records, typically for the removal of a body. 
There are also notations of its use for transporting 
the ill to a hospital – so it appears to be a 
forerunner of an ambulance. The charge for its use 
was $5 ($100 in 2002$). Hacks, probably for the 
transportation of the family or friends, were 
charged out at from .75¢ to $1.50 ($15 to $30). 
Attendance, probably meaning during the funeral 
service, was billed at from $5 to $15 ($100 to $300 
in 2002$), perhaps on the basis of time required. 
 
 Other services included providing candles 
for the various services and viewings – with a 
charge of .10¢ ($2 in 2002$) per candle. McCormick 
also provided various advertising services, such as 
placing funeral notices in the various papers. For 
this service clients paid from .75¢ to $1.50 ($15 to 
$30 in 2002$), which presumably included the 
newspaper charge as well as some markup. A 
range of other charges, such as telegraph, 
telephone, bridge tolls, and express (i.e., railroad) 
transportation were also charged to clients, 
presumably at the actual cost. 
 
 There were also some pass-along charges. 
For example, the charge for the Trinity Cathedral 
organist and Sexton was each $2 ($40 in 2002$). 
McCormick also provided a cleaning service, at 
least for the Elmwood lots, charging between .50¢ 
and $1 ($10 to $20 in 2002$) to knock down the 
weeds and clear up downed limbs. At times they 
also made the purchase of Elmwood lots, with a 
lot selling for $53 ($1,067 in 2002$) and a half lot 
for $27 ($540 in 2002$).  





 There are also occasional ch
or services ranging from flowe
wreaths to crosses, and even disin
 
 A final 
category of costs are 
those associated with 
the actual burial at a 
particular cemetery in 
the Columbia area. 
Table 2 provides a list 
of the various 
churches, their 
charges (or ranges), 
and the number of 
burials present. There 
are also a few 
locations where 
burials occurred for 
which no charges 
were assessed, 
including two burials 
in “Family Ground,” 
one burial at Good 
Hope Church, two 
burials at “Mill Creek,” 
and one burial at “New 




 It’s important to 
understand that these are 
charges assessed by the 
institution for the burial – 
opening and closing the 
grave – not the charge for 
the lot itself. For 
example, while Elmwood 
might charge $2 to $14 
for the burial, it also 
collected $53 for the 
family size lot.  But when 
we look at the charges we 
see that at the time, a 
typical “going rate” for 












Main St. Methodist 1
Public 4
Randolph 2
St. Paul’s Lutheran 2
St. Peters Catholic 2
St. Timothy 1
Trinity 1







Figure 8. Table 2. 
ized in the McCormick Records 
# of 
urials Cost Cost in 2002$ 
 $4-$5 (most $4) $80-$100 
 $4 $80 
0 $2-$5 (most $5) $40-$100 
 $4 $80 
 $2-$6 $40-$120 
2 $2 to $14 $40-$280 
0 $2-$5 $40-$100 
 $5 $100 
 $5 $100 
 .75¢-$1 $15-$20 
 $3.75-$6 $75-$120 
 $4 $80 
2 $2-$6.75 $75-$135 
 $4 $80 
6 $5-$15 (most $5) $100-$300 
 $4 $80 arges for items 
r wagons to 
terring bodies. 
($80). Ranges may 
perhaps reflect the location in the cemetery, the 
depth of the grave, or the actual services provided 



























































































Scale of burial costs at various Columbia graveyards. 




information provided by McCormick. 
 
 When we examine the “sliding scale,” 
(Figure 8) a few observations are clear. First, even 
the City attempted to collect something for the 
burial of individuals in the “public” cemetery – 
the area below Randolph along the river. 
Considering the evidence that the City provided 
virtually no services or upkeep, the low charge 
must be related only to the opening and closing of 
the grave. It is likely that families unable to pay 
even this small amount would select a site and 
open and close their own grave.  
 
 Most other institutions – with two 
exceptions – maintained their charges between 
about $2 and $6 – representing the norm for the 
Columbia area. The two institutions that stand out 
are Elmwood and Trinity – at both of these 
graveyards families were paying a premium – 




 While we have no doubt that the 
McCormick records will be heavily used by 
genealogists seeking information on individuals 
dying in the Columbia area, they also represent an 
extraordinary resource demographic, social, and 
anthropological research. They offer an 
opportunity to explore the business of a funeral 
director during a period of transition or evolution 
away from family care to institutional care. 
 
 Of special importance is the information 
provided by details of burial expenses charged by 
McCormick since this information helps establish 
some baselines for future comparison and study. 
The sample provides a view that includes may 
families still caring for the dead largely at home, 
without the interventions of a funeral director, 
while others were beginning to solicit a broad 
range of services – from washing the body to 
embalming to dressing to the final disposal. 
 
 As additional volumes that are transcribed 
are published, it will be possible to extend this 
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Book Pg. Last Name First Name Colored Late Residence Age (ymd) Cause of death Physician Death Date Burial Date
2 311 Abbott Joseph Moody 1404 Gervais St. - 11-4 J.H. McIntosh 5/3/1905 5/4/1905
2 428 Acker Balis C Asylum 69-1 - senility J.L. Thompson 11/20/1905
2 196 Adams Col. James P. Congaree Dr. W.W. Ray 11/1/1904 11/2/1904
2 186 Adams Eliza Asylum 61 - - general tuberculosis Sarah C. Allen 10/18/1904
2 414 Agnew Mrs. Jennie 2019 Bull St. B.W. Taylor 10/21/1905 10/23/1905
2 406 Ahtgen John H. Asylum 55 - - J.L. Thompson 10/7/1905 10/8/1905
2 107 Akerly George C. Hotel Jerome 65 - - tuberculosis L.K. Philpot 5/25/1904
2 362 Allen Mrs. Julia Charlotte, NC 36 - - collapse 7/21/1905 7/22/1905
2 359 Allen Mrs. Mary E. Green & Assembly 63 - - paralysis F.D. Kendall 7/18/1905 7/19/1905
2 410 Alston Mrs. Wm. K. Asylum 71 - - phthsis pulmonolisis Sarah C. Allen 10/10/1905 10/10/1905
2 327 Andrews W.S. Lady St. 5/22/1905 5/23/1905
2 59 Arndt Mrs. Mary L. 1609 Marion St. 45-11-4 F.D. Kendall 3/7/1904 3/8/1904
2 242 Arnold Mrs. Jane Asylum 73 - - senile insanity Sarah C. Allen 1/2/1905
2 477 Ashford Thomas W. Hospital (2 Moore Ave) gall stones Dr. Bunch 3/6/1906 3/7/1906
2 480 Atkins Kitty Asylum 70 - - senility J.W. Babcock 3/9/1906
2 337 Attaway Silus Asylum 22 - - epilepsy J.L. Thompson 6/7/1905
2 243 Baine Henry S.C. College Ground 5 - - hemorrahage & shock T.M. DuBose 1/3/1905 1/5/1905
2 226 Balware Benj. J. Asylum 26-6 - acute melancholy J.L. Thompson 12/10/1904
2 143 Barber Abner (Emma Nettles) 910 Washington St 19 - - 8/6/1904 8/7/1904
2 8 Barbon infant H.R. 1431 Blanding L.K. Philpot 12/7/1903
2 215 Barker Joe Asylum 64 - - malaria J.L. Thompson 11/16/1904
2 448 Barnette Jaran 1501 Washington St. 89 - - LaGrippe F.D. Kendall 1/10/1906 1/11/1906
2 160 Beard Ruth Calvert 1813 Barnwell St. 1 - - J.J. Watson 9/4/1904 9/5/1904
2 52 Beasley Ellen Asylum 66 - - heart failure Sarah B. Allen 2/26/1904 2/28/1904
2 29 Bell J.W. Asylum 38 - - heart failure J.L. Thompson 1/11/1904 1/13/1904
2 426 Bell Mary Lee 1115 Pulaski St. 48 - - phthsis F.D. Kendall 11/13/1905 11/14/1905
2 295 Bennett Panthena Asylum 43 - - J.W. Babcock 4/1/1905
2 341 Berg Gustav T. 1912 Gates St. 82 - - D.S. Pope 6/15/1905 6/17/1905
2 473 Berry Mrs. Julia Eliza 1524 Assembly 84 - - fall exhaustion T.M. DuBose 2/25/1906 2/26/1906
2 380 Beusse Rosnia 1232 Lady St. - 22 - Dr. Weston 8/28/1905
2 185 Block Harmon Asylum 25-6 - epilepsy J.L. Thompson 10/14/1904
2 25 Bolick Sarah C. Asylum 51 general tb Sarah C. Allen 1/4/1904 1/5/1904
2 416 Bolton John P. Asylum Road 32 - - Dr. Mikle 10/23/1905 10/25/1905
2 5 Bonham Lieut. W.B. Ashville, NC tb 12/1/1903 12/3/1903
2 336 Bosserman Mrs. Ella M. Hospital 42 - - L.A. Griffith 6/2/1905 6/4/1905
2 283 Bouknight Dr. W.J. 1231 Elmwood Ave. 69 - - L.B. Owens 3/12/1905 3/13/1905
2 36 Bound Rachael Camden Rd 90 - - apoplexy J.M. DuBose 1/21/1904 1/23/1904
2 399 Bowman Mattie Asylum 25 - - epilepsy J.W. Babcock 9/29/1905
2 177 Boyd M. C Asylum 28-3 - diarrhoea epilepsy J.L. Thompson 9/25/1904 9/27/1904
2 22 Boyd Mrs. Mary L. sleeping car S.A.L. Ga. 62 organic heart disease Coroner & Dr. Knowlton 1/1/1904 1/3/1904
2 454 Bradley Miss Pearl Asylum 16 - - accute delirious mania Sarah C. Allen 1/18/1906
2 142 Branham 100 Huger St 5 - - 8/6/1904 8/7/1904
2 227 Bright C Asylum Sarah C. Allen
2 386 Bringloe Capt. S.G. Asylum 71-2 - senility Dr. Thompson 9/4/1905
2 462 Brogder Mr. Asylum 66 - - phthisis pulmonalisis J.L. Thompson 2/8/1906
2 481 Brooks M. Barrien, Jr. 1535 Plain St. -5 1/2 - paralysis of heart T.M. DuBose 3/11/1906 3/12/1906
2 377 Browder Purdy D. 1208 Devine St. 3 - - Dr. Bose 8/24/1905 8/25/1905
2 179 Brown Eliza V. Richland St. 72 - - L.K. Philpot 9/28/1904 9/28/1904
2 70 Brown Ellen V. 1218 Richland St. 17-1 - Dr. Griffith 3/30/1904 3/31/1904
2 66 Brown Infant of Mrs. W. Brown Hyatts Park, Dr. Ewer - - - J.J. Watson 3/22/1904 3/23/1904
2 121 Brown John Asylum 25 - - acute mania J.L. Thompson 6/9/1904 6/10/1904
2 101 Brown Raymond W. Elmwood Cemetery 14-4-10 accidental drownding Coroner & Dr. Knowlton 5/12/1904 5/16/1904
2 458 Bruce Horace Edwin Hospital 69 - - pneumonia 1/29/1906 1/29/1906
2 427 Bulwinkle Mattie Asylum general tuberculosis Sarah C. Allen 11/14/1905
2 429 Bundrick Geo. Edwin Dr. J.H. McIntosh office 1-1 - foreign body in trachea J.H. McIntosh 11/23/1905 11/24/1905
2 170 Butler Soffia A. Asylum 35 - - general tuberculosis Sarah C. Allen 9/18/1904 9/19/1904
2 80 Bynum Lyles Tyler Cor. Pickens & Taylor - - 1 H.B. Knowlton 4/13/1904 4/14/1904
2 299 Cain William L. Knowltons Infirmary 27 - - gen. tuberculosis peritonitis Dr. Dozier 4/13/1905 4/14/1905
2 258 Caldwell Martha 1521 Senate 1-9 - pneumonia Dr. Lancaster 2/5/1905 2/6/1905
2 383 Caldwell Mrs. F.L. Hospital 47 - - pulmonary tuberculosis Dr. L.Y. Gerry 9/4/1905
2 487 Campbell Mary Jane T. Hospital 67 - - apoplexy Dr. Adams 3/22/1906 3/23/1906
2 200 Cannon Agnes Asylum 32 - - acute mania Dr. J.W. Babcock 11/6/1904
2 48 Capers Miss M.R. Prosperity, SC - - - 2/21/1904
2 289 Cardwell Infant of D. Cardwell, Jr. 1406 Jervais - - - T.M. DuBose 3/28/1905
2 300 Carroll Asylum 37 - - consumption J.L. Thompson 4/14/1905
2 205 Carson William Asylum 61 - - general paralysis J.L. Thompson 11/10/1904 11/11/1904
2 102 Caughman Edward Mayer 700 Blanding St - 1-15 Dr. Owens 5/14/1904 5/15/1904
2 120 Chappell Mattie M. Country 50 - - 6/7/1904 6/8/1904
2 158 Chappell Mr. 8/30/1904 8/31/1904
2 93 Chatham J.R. Asylum 33 - - general paralysis J.L. Thompson 5/8/1904 5/10/1904
2 138 Childress Cordelia Asylum 50 - - acute mania Sarah C. Allen 7/25/1904 7/26/1904
2 379 Chisolm Joseph C Asylum 49 - - tuberculosis H.H. Griffin 8/26/1905
2 43 Christy P.B.  Greenwood, SC 56 7 - pulmonary hemoraghes R.B. Epting 2/12/1904 2/13/1904
2 363 Claffy Mary Louise Fort Motte 17 - - typhoid fever W.W. Wolfe 7/21/1905 7/23/1905
2 13 Clark Mrs. Eastover 12/20/1903 12/21/1903
2 23 Clark Winfield Asylum 55 6 - paraletic insenility J.L. Thompson 1/2/1904 1/3/1904
2 182 Clarke Edward Asylum 30 - - cerebral hemorrhage J.L. Thompson 10/11/1904
2 456 Claxton David B. Asylum 26-7 - exhaustion epilepsy J.L. Thompson 1/23/1906 1/25/1906
2 131 Cockrell Julia L. 1103 Pendleton St 1 - - Dr. L.A. Griffith 7/11/1904 7/12/1904
2 12 Condor infant Mrs. Washington St. - - 5 J.M. DuBose 12/17/1903 12/18/1903
2 461 Cooper A.G. Asylum 31-3 1/2 - LaGrippe J.L. Thompson 2/8/1906
2 236 Cooper Daniel B. 1917 Gadsden St. 30 - - L.K. Philpot 12/24/1904 12/25/1904
2 88 Copeland Mary J. Asylum 69-6 - pneumonia Sarah C. Allen 5/2/1904
2 190 Coulette William Clemson College 18 - - typhoid fever A.M. Pidfern 10/23/1904
2 105 Cox Mrs. Kitty Asylum 24 - - general paralysis Sarah C. Allen 5/22/1904
2 172 Crawford Alfred Asylum 79 - - senile insanity J.L. Thompson 9/20/1904
2 28 Crawford Miss Jane Asylum - - - Sarah C. Allen 1/8/1904 1/9/1904
2 375 Crawford Miss Permelia Asylum 35 - - pulmonary tuberculosis Dr. Babcock 8/22/1905
2 124 Crosswell G.B. Asylum 55 - - exhaustion from secondary dimentia J.L. Thompson 6/15/1904
2 21 Crouch Mary 700 Taylor 66 F.D. Kendall 12/30/1903
2 464 Crowdy Mrs. Ellen 1323 Lady St. 66 - - cerebral hemorrhage J.H. McIntosh 2/10/1906 2/12/1906
2 109 Crowley John Lady Street 73 - - tuberculosis L.K. Philpot 5/27/1904 5/28/1904
2 271 Culler Anna D. Asylum 55 - - nephritis Sarah C. Allen 2/21/1905 2/22/1905
2 157 Culp Nancy C Asylum 25 - - specific disease J.W. Babcock 8/30/1904 8/31/1904
2 476 Cuthbert Charlotte Asylum 69 - - La Grippe Sarah C. Allen 3/2/1906
2 40 Dafts J.L. Lexington County - - - 2/6/1904
2 60 Davant St. Clair Roanoke, Va 11-8 - septicemia 3/8/1904 3/10/1904
2 189 Davidson H.M. Augusta, Ga 67 - - uremia Jos. B. Wright 10/22/1904 10/23/1904
2 168 Davis Bessie Country 16 - - 9/17/1904 9/18/1904
2 61 Davis R. Means Hospital 53 - - obstructive jaundice T.M. DuBose 3/13/1904 3/14/1904
2 265 Davis Robert A. 616 Main St - 9 - R.W. Gibbes 1/10/1905 1/11/1905
2 31 Dawson Edith May 1303 Huger St 1-10 - pneumonia Dr. Griffith 1/12/1904 1/13/1904
2 230 Dent Mrs. Marion 1915 Huger St. 20 - - pneumonia Dr. Owens 12/13/1904 12/16/1904
2 221 Dibble Louis Virgil, Jr. Hospital 2 - - intestinal obstruction Dr. Guerry 11/29/1904
2 463 Dickerson William Harwell 1105 Lumber St. - 6-2 D.S. Pope 2/8/1906 2/10/1906
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Dibble Louis Virgil, Jr.
Dickerson William Harwell
Funeral Burial Bill to Washing Preservation
Elmwood House W.W. Abbott
Honea Path, SC Matilda Acker
Greenville, SC Greenville, SC J.D. Gilreath 10
Elmwood St. Peters Catholic A. Lloyd Agnew 15
Elmwood Asylum Est., money at asylum
Woodlawn, N.Y. Brooklyn, N.Y. E.A. Akerly, Rochester, N.Y. 25
Ebenezer Lutheran Ch Yd Ebenezer Lutheran Est.
St. Peters Catholic Ch Yd St. Peters Catholic Est. 15
Georgetown, SC Georgetown, SC William H. Lucker 10
Elmwood House
R. Arndt Elmwood Ebeneezer Lutherine 15
Greenwood, SC Greenwood, SC S.P. Arnold
Elmwood House
West Atkins Newberry, SC 10
Chappells, SC Chappells, SC C.O.D. 10
Petersburg, Va House Prof. C.W. Bain 10
Winnsboro, SC R.H. Balware
Public Mrs. Palmer
H.R. Barbon Catholic
Olar, SC A.M. Morris
Elmwood 1st Baptist J.B. Burnette
1sr Presbyterian Ch. Yd. House Thos. P. Beard
St. Peters Catholic St. Lawrence, Charleston John J. Beasley 10
Greenville, SC Greenville, SC G.C. Bell 10
Elmwood Est.
Lanes, SC Lanes, SC J.L. Bennett 10
Elmwood Ebenezer 15
Trinity Ch Yd Trinity M.H. Berry
Athens, Ga. 5
Guthriesville, SC C.O.D. 10
Est. 15
Elmwood House Mrs. J.P. Bolton 15
1408 Gervais Elmwood G.E. Shand
Stanton, VA Stanton, VA Rev. A.C. Freed 15
Elmwood House Est.
House Barnvill, Miss Est, 10
Charleston, SC Charleston, SC Nathaniel C. Boags
Newberry, SC Newberry, SC C.O.D. 10
Darlington Darlington Est. 25
Barnwell, SC Barnwell, SC C.C. Owens
Mill Ground House cash
Charleston, SC C.O.D.
Orangeburg, SC J.G. Moody 15
Ridge Springs, SC Ridge Springs, SC C.O.D. 10
Elmwood House
Elmwood House H.B. Browder
Ebenezer Lutheran ChYd Ebenezer Lutheran F.L. Brown 15
Good Shepherd Elmwood W.W. Adams
House Elmwood M.S. Brown
Charleston, SC Charleston, SC Harleston & Mickey 10
Elmwood House D.F. Brown
Elmwood Good Shepherd 15
Charleston, SC Charleston, SC J. Henry Stuhr 10
Pomaria Pomaria T.A. Bundrick
Charleston, SC Charleston, SC 10
Elmwood House Mr. L.T. Tyler
St. Mathews St. Mathews Mark. C. Cain
Elmwood House Howard Caldwell
Newberry, SC 15
Trinity Ch Yd Good Shepherd Est.
Newberry, SC C.O.D.
Prosperity Elmwood F.V. Capers, D.F. Scherb
1st Presbyterian Ch Yd D. Cardwell, Jr.
Gastonia, SC Gastonia, SC C.O.D. 10
Charleston, SC Charleston, SC Jas. P. Carson
Elmwood House W.E. Caughman
L.L. Bultman
Mr. Chappell
Gainesville, Ga Gainesville, Ga Est. 10
Greenville, SC Greenville, SC C.O.D.
Charleston, SC Express C.O.D. 10
Trinity Elmwood Mrs. M.C. Heath
Catholic St. Peters Catholic Col. W.R. Claffy
Eastover Eastover W.D. Clarke
Copis, SC Copis SC William Huges
Anderson, SC Anderson, SC 10
Bethel Church Bethel Church Est.
Elmwood House L.R. Claxton, Augusta, Ga.
Elmwood Elmwood R.L. Cockrell
Fountain Inn Mrs. Edwards 10
Elmwood House Mrs. Daniel B. Cooper
Bethunes, SC E.L. Copeland
Elmwood 821 Lumber St. Mrs. Coulette
Spartanburg, SC Spartanburg, SC Geo. Cox 10
Augusta, Ga Augusta, Ga. Mrs. Geo. Mathews 10
W.A. Clark 1st Presbyterian 15
Chesterfield, SC Dr. J.W. Babcock 10
Fort Motte, SC Fort Motte, SC J.M. Crosswell
House Elmwood Est.
Catholic St. Peters Catholic Est.
Catholic Cemetery St. Peters Catholic Est.
Orangeburg, SC Orangeburg, SC Mr. Oscar Culler





P.B. Davis, Mr. Brown
S.C. College Chappell Ridgeway Mrs. R. Means Davis 15
Elmwood House G.L. Davis
House Elmwood G.T. Dawson
Elmwood House J.B. Dent 10
Orangeburg, SC Orangeburg, SC Louis V. Dibble
Elmwood House L.W. Dickerson
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Dibble Louis Virgil, Jr.
Dickerson William Harwell
Casket Cost Handles Plate Gloves Clothing
couch 3/0 Bx 45 4 white 1.00
Y. 5/9 Bx 11.7
1210 6/3 Bx 90
a 5/6 Bx 10 sheet 3.00
Spec. 5/9 Bx 100 6 black 1.50
B 5/9 Bx 20 robe 5.00
410 6/3 Bx, Elec. Copper 275 suit 30.00, suit underwear & stockings 2.25
6 sil. 1.50
Couch 6/3 Bx, Black Tufted Satin 150 10 black 2.50 robe, brown 10.00
1210 5/6 Bx 65 sanitary sheet 3.00
B 5/9 Bx 25 robe 5.00
Sq Bx 125 8 black 2 black wrapper 18.00
Rock 5/9 Bx 40 robe, black 8.00
25 6/0 Bx 40 robe 5.00
a Bx 8
York 6/0 Bx 5 robe 5.00
Wh. Ch. 4/0 Bx 75 4 white 1.00
7 5/9 Bx 25
a 5/6 12
3 2/3 6
York 5/9 Bx 5 robe 5.00
8 6/3 Bx 45 5 black 1.20
3005 2/6 Bx 25
1210 5/9 Bx 60
A. 6/0 Bx 10
25 5/9 Bx 35
York 10
Rock 6/3 Bx 60 6 black 1.50
1210 5/9 Bx 75 8 black 2.00
30
York 5/9 Bx 5 robe 5.00
154 5/9 bx 75 sanitary sheet 5.00
Sil Gr 6/0 Bx 70
8 blk 2
1210 5/9 Bx 60
1210 6/0 Bx 75 8 black 2.00
1210 5/6 Bx 60
York 5/9 Bx, trimmed & wagon 15
York 5/6 Bx 5 robe 5.00
104 6/3 bx 150 cream henrietta wrapper 25.00
B 5/6 Bx 20
B 3/6 Bx 12
a 5/6 Bx $10.25
65 robe 5.00
5/9 Bx 5 robe 5.00, sheet 3.00
Wh. Clo. 3/0 Bx 60 4 white 1.00
& box 10
1210 5/9 Bx 65 8 black 2.00
C2315 Spec-154 5/9 Bx 70 6 white 1.50 cream robe 9.00
3005 2/3 Bx 25
York 5 robe 5.00
Wh. P. 5/6 40 robe 5.00, suit underwear & stocking 1.25
Milldale 6/0 & Chestnut box 110 & 15 Ex. Handles Et & Ox. 8 black 2.00 suit 18.00
209 5/6 Bx 42 sheet 3.00
3 2/9 Bx 12
York 5/6 Bx 5 shipping sheet 3.00
3 2/0 Bx 12
Rock 6/0 Bx 60 robe 8.00
3005 2/9 Bx 30 4 white 1.00
40 sanitary sheet 5.00
1210 6/0 Bx 75 6 black 1.50 black wrapper 20.00, underwear 3.00
York 5/6 Bx 5
6 black 1.50
3 2/3 Bx 10
a 6/3 Bx 10 robe 5.00, sheet 3.00
1210 5/9 Bx 60 robe 8.00
Couch 3/0, Chestnut Box 45 & 10
1210 6/0 Bx 60
B 6/0 Bx 25
5070 6/3 Bx 75 suit 15.00
a 5/6 Bx 10
York 15 sheet 3.00
6 white 1.50
8 5/6 bx 45
a 5/9 bx 10 robe 5.00
York 5 robe 5.00
25 6/0 Bx 45 robe 5.00
3 2/6 Bx 12
3 2/3 bx 12
6/0 Bx 5 robe 5.00
1210 5/9 Bx 70 6 black 1.50
York 5/6 Bx 5
5 white 1.25
York 5/9 Bx 5
B 6/0 Bx 15 robe 5.00
1210 5/6 Bx 60
York 5 sheet 3.00
7 6/0 Bx 25 robe 5.00
b 5/6 bx 20 blk robe 5.00
Richmond 6/3 Car. Cor. & Top 200 8 black 2.00 brown dress 20.00
Elx. 5/9 143 8 black 2.00
70 Rockwell 5/9 & box 45 robe 5.00
a 5/9 Bx 15
2 5/6 Bx 25
1210 6/0 Bx 65
8 white 2
13 5/6 x 45
1210 Ex 5/9 Bx 75 22 black 5.50
51 2/6 Bx 22
75 3/0 Bx 25
Wh. Emb. 5/9 Bx, Draped, Wh Box 100 & 8 6 white 1.00
Wh. Clo. 3/6 & Chestnut Box 3/6 80 & 10
Emb. Plush 2/3 Bx 18
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Dibble Louis Virgil, Jr.
Dickerson William Harwell
Vault Other
hearse 5.00, 6 carriages 18.00, advertising 1.50
transportation 6.30
hearse to country 10.00
transportation 6.73
hearse 5.00, 3 carriages 9.00, 15 candles 1.50, advertising .75
2 trips service wagon 10.00
hearse & services 10.00, 6 carriages 18.00, service wagon 5.00
hearse 5.00, 1 extra hack 1.00, 10 carriages 30.00, 12 candles 1.20, State .75
transportation 7.48
hearse 5.00
hearse 5.00, 10 carriages 30.00, State & Record 1.50
hearse 5.00, 2 carriages 8.00
transportation 5
transportation 5.00
hearse 5.00, 4 carriages 12.00
hearse 5.00, 2 carriages 4.00
carriage .75 
transportation 6.00
hearse 5.00, advertising .75
5 carriages 15.00, advertising .75
hearse 5.00, 1 carriage 2.00, hearse Charleston 10.00, transportation 3.86, attendants Charleston 5.00
hearse 5.00, carriage 3.00
transportation 5.00
hearse 5.00, 7 carriages 21.00, advertising 1.50




4.00 hearse 5.00, 5 carriages 20.00, advertising .75
hearse 5.00 6 carriages 18.00 sw 5 attendants/assistance 10.00
hearse 5.00, 10 carriages 30.00, advertising .75
transportation 7.75
transportation 5.00
sw from r.r. 5.00 shipping remains 5.00
1 carriage 3.00
transportation 7.75
service wagon 5.00, transportation 5.00
transportation 5.00
7 carriages 28.00, State .75
3 carriages 9.00, advertising .75
hearse 5.00, 4 carriages 12.00, State .75, disinterring child .75
carriage 3.00
telegram .25, transportation 7.75
advertising .75
hearse 5.00, 8 carriages 24.00, service wagon 5.00
service wagon 5.00, transportation 7.75
carriage to RR 3.00
transportation 7.75




hearse 5.00, 4 carriages 16.00, advertising .75
transportation 5.00






hearse 5.00, 6 carriages 18.00, music @ Trinity 2.00, service wagon 5.00, advertising .75, attendants 5.00




hearse to country 15.00, 1 carriage 6.00
transportation 6.25
hearse 5.00, 3 carriages 9.00, advertising .75, small lot 27.00
transportation 5.00
hearse 5.00, 7 carriages 21.00, 2 carriages to RR 6.00, service wagon 5.00, attendants 5.00
transportation 6.00
transportation 5.00
hearse 5.00, 2 carriages 6.00
transportation 6.30
transportation 5.00
hearse 5.00 4 carriage 12.00
slate 50.00 hearse 5.00, 7 carriages 21.00, 10 candles 1.00, advertising .75




hearse to country 10.00
hearse 5.00, 5 carriage 15.00, organist Trinity 2.00, sexton fee 2.00, attendants 10.00
service wagon 10.00, 
hearse 5.00, 6 carriages 18.00, service wagon 5.00, transportation .77
2 carriages 6.00
hearse 5.00, 4 carriages 12.00, advertising 2.25
carriage to RR 3.00, service wagon 5.00, transportation 1.48
white hearse 5.00, 1 hack 1.00
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Dibble Louis Virgil, Jr.
Dickerson William Harwell










































































































Book Pg. Last Name First Name Colored Late Residence Age (ymd) Cause of death Physician Death Date Burial Date
2 95 Dominick Almer Asylum 5/8/1904 5/9/1904
2 26 Dovelliers Mrs. Ellen Bull St 70 - - B.W. Taylor 1/6/1904 1/7/1904
2 259 Drafts Geo. M. Wrights Hotel 61 - - La Grippe cardiac disease Dr. McIntosh 2/5/1905 2/6/1905
2 174 Due John Stuart Asylum 54 - - chronic diarrhoea J.L. Thompson 9/21/1904 9/21/1904
2 352 Duffie Henry L. Asylum 62 - - asphyxia J.L. Thompson 7/10/1905
2 150 Dukes W.H. Livingston, SC 8/17/1904
2 68 Dunaway W.A. 231 Indigo St. 24 - - phthsis pulmanalisis Griffith 3/23/1904 3/24/1904
2 471 Dunlap Mrs. Isabelle Brookland, SC 47 - - Dr. Geiger 2/25/1906
2 89 Duren Matilda A. Asylum 73 - - brights disease Sarah C. Allen 5/2/1904
2 315 Eaken Frances C Asylum 55 - - tuberculosis J.L. Thompson 5/9/1905 5/11/1905
2 195 Edmunds Robert Henry Washington St. 54 - - B.W. Taylor 10/31/1904 11/2/1904
2 246 Elkins Sallie M. 1118 Lumber St. pneumonia Dr. Griffith 1/15/1905 1/16/1905
2 376 Elliot Mrs. Martha Asylum 29-10 - pulmonary tuberculosis Dr. Babcock 8/22/1905
2 280 Erwin T.W., Jr. Pinehurst, SC - 8 - pneumonia Dr. Fishburn 3/5/1905 3/6/1905
2 366 Espotono Mrs. Lena Hospital 56 - - typhoid fever Owings 7/28/1905 7/29/1905
2 281 Evans A.L. Asylum 71 - - La Grippe J.L. Thompson 3/11/1905
2 256 Ezer Jacob Hospital 58 - - exhaustion from demania Dr. Taylor 1/31/1905 2/1/1905
2 493 Facin Sarah A. C Asylum 29 - - general tuberculosis J.W. Babcock 3/30/1906
2 306 Farrar Charles D. Columbia Hotel 82 - - senility with bladder trouble Dr. Lester 4/19/1905 4/20/1905
2 153 Faust J.A. 2202 Senate St. - 5 - Dr. Owens 8/28/1904 8/28/1904
2 69 Feagan T.K., Jr. 1331 Lumber St. 2 - - L.K. Philpot 3/29/1904 3/30/1904
2 310 Ferguson Mrs. Mary H. Asylum 70 old age exhaustion J.M.Babcock 5/1/1905
2 45 Ferguson Mrs. Mary L. Main St - - - B. W. Taylor 2/14/1904 2/15/1904
2 277 Ferguson R.J. 2110 Main St. uremia B.W. Taylor 3/1/1905 3/2/1905
2 303 Fickling Eldred S. Hospital R.W. Gibbes 4/17/1905 4/18/1905
2 335 Fielding Mrs. Harriett W. 1412 Laurell St. 80 - - J.H. McIntosh 6/2/1905 6/4/1905
2 418 Fields Richard C Asylum 48 - - general paralysis J.L. Thompson 10/28/1905
2 50 Fishburne Alma Ingram Hospital 4-7 - B.W. Taylor 2/23/1904 2/23/1904
2 2 Fishburne Dr. B.P. Asylum 62 general paralysis J.L. Thompson 11/30/1903 12/1/1903
2 201 FitzGibbon David 1010 Elmwood Ave. 89 - - L.K. Philpot 11/7/1904 11/8/1904
2 76 Flennekin Miss Julia Hospital 12-11 - appendicitis Dr. Gary 4/9/1904 4/10/1904
2 255 Fooshe Mrs. Julia Asylum 75 - - chronic intestinal nephritis Sarah C. Allen 1/30/1905 1/31/1905
2 343 Fortune Dick Asylum 40 - - accute mania J.L. Thompson 6/25/1905
2 440 Foss Julian 800 Assembly St. 2-6 - pneumonia R.B. Krepps 12/19/1905 12/21/1905
2 146 Fowler Mrs. Millia A. 1116 Olympia Ave 79 - - Dr. Krepps 8/8/1904 8/8/1904
2 434 Frazier Abraham Asylum epilepsy J.L. Thompson 12/4/1905
2 113 Freeman Ora 124 Sumter St - 10-11 R.W. Gibbes 5/30/1904
2 163 Friday Mrs. Mary Asylum 33 - - general tuberculosis Sarah C. Allen 9/8/1904 9/9/1904
2 492 Fuller W.B. Asylum syphilis J.L.Thompson 3/30/1906
2 90 Gadsden Jane Asylum 24-6 - general tuberculosis Sarah C. Allen 5/2/1904 5/5/1904
2 261 Gaillard Julia Asylum 27-6 - influenza Sarah C. Allen 2/8/1905 2/10/1905
2 133 Galloway Infant of Mrs. C.M. 1207 Sumter St 0-0-3 L.K. Philpot 7/16/1904 7/16/1904
2 79 Garrett Mary Etta C Asylum 24 - - tuberculosis J.W. Babcock 4/13/1904 4/14/1904
2 241 Garvin Luella Asylum 29 - - acute melancholy Sarah C. Allen 1/1/1905
2 432 Garvin Wesley Asylum 19 - - acute gastritis J.L. Thompson 11/29/1905
2 317 Gayle William Edwin 918 Barnwell St. 1-4-3 T.M. DuBose 5/10/1905 5/11/1905
2 364 Geer Louis C Asylum 54 - - accute mania J.L. Thompson 7/22/1905
2 447 Geiger Mrs. Hattie C. Sandy Run 16 M 1/8/1906 1/10/1906
2 405 Gelston James W. Lyles Ford, SC 10/7/1905 10/8/1905
2 149 Germany Mrs. E.E. Memphis, Tenn. 61 - - nephritis W.J. Wallington 8/14/1904 8/16/1904
2 248 Gibbes Sarah J. 1731 Senate St. B.W. Taylor 1/16/1905 1/18/1905
2 232 Gibbs Paul M. Shandon T.M. DuBose 12/15/1904 12/16/1904
2 298 Giddish Miss Mary Knowltons Infirmary - - - J.H. McIntosh 4/9/1905 4/10/1905
2 444 Giles Ellen C Asylum 51 - - tuberculosis Sarah C. Allen 12/31/1905 1/2/1906
2 433 Glass Mrs. Bethune near Elmwood SC 78 - - congestion of brain 12/4/1905
2 392 Glenn Mrs. May W. Washington, D.C. 40 - - pulmonary tuberculosis 9/8/1905 9/13/1905
2 451 Goodale B.C. Asylum 25 - - opium poisoning J.L. Thompson 1/12/1906 1/13/1906
2 328 Goodman Mora Asylum 14 - - epilepsy heart failure J.M.Babcock 5/23/1905
2 455 Graham Jane C. Asylum 65 - - general paralysis Sarah C. Allen 1/22/1906
2 77 Grant Eva C Asylum 23 - - tuberculosis J.W. Babcock 4/10/1904
2 484 Grant Hester C Asylum 58 - - general paralysis J.W. Babcock 3/11/1906
2 193 Grantham Newton F. Asylum 20-9 - epilepsy diarrhoea J.L. Thompson 10/28/1904
2 41 Gravely Joseph A. 2026 Waine St 23 - - tuberculosis Dr.Grifith 2/6/1904 2/8/1904
2 408 Gray Mrs. Fannie E. 1124 Lumber St. 67 - - T.M. DuBose 10/8/1905 10/9/1905
2 92 Green Allen Singleton Sumter & Pendleton 1-6 - B.W. Taylor 5/7/1904 5/8/1904
2 396 Green J. Frederick Jacksonville, Fla. drownding coroner 9/14/1905 9/18/1905
2 87 Green Mrs. Rachel 1721 Bull St. 75 - - B.W. Taylor 4/28/1904 4/29/1904
2 64 Green Samuel Marion & Senate 72-10 - apoplexy S.B. Fishburne 3/19/1904 3/20/1904
2 106 Greenfield Louisa E. Lady & Main 73 - - L.K. Philpot 5/23/1904 5/26/1904
2 104 Griffin Dr. Peter E. 1501 Plain St. 73 - - capilary artous fibris B.W. Taylor 5/18/1904 5/19/1904
2 128 Groeschel Joseph A. Chester, SC 56 - - convulsion 6/25/1904 6/26/1904
2 475 Guess Estell C Asylum 39 - - pulmonary tuberculosis Sarah C. Allen 3/2/1906
2 402 Hair Margaret Ann 1208 Devine St. 62 - - T.M. DuBose 10/2/1905 10/3/1905
2 228 Hamilton Ella Asylum 39 - - asphysixa Sarah C. Allen 12/14/1904
2 42 Hammitt Eligah Asylum 17 - - epilepsy J.L. Thompson 2/9/1904
2 10 Harbort F.W. 1016 Green 33 pneumonia Dr. Kreppe 12/12/1903 12/13/1903
2 4 Hardee John F. Asylum 49 La Grippe J.L. Thompson 12/1/1903 12/3/1903
2 34 Hare Sallie Asylum 78 - - senile exhaustion Sarah C. Allen 1/14/1904 1/16/1904
2 51 Harley Thomas Harden St 74-9 - T.M. DuBose 2/23/1904 2/24/1904
2 372 Harmon Mr. F.M. Asylum 52 - - acute melancholia Dr. Thompson 8/16/1905
2 382 Harmon Mrs. Julia Asylum 35 - - phthisis pulmonalisis J.W. Babcock, M.D. 8/29/1905
2 351 Harris Anna D. 56 - - L.K. Philpot 7/5/1905 7/6/1905
2 62 Harris Malcom J. Graham, Va 21 - - pneumonia 3/12/1904 3/14/1904
2 192 Harris Mrs. Elizabeth R. 1916 Barnwell St. 62 - - T.M. DuBose 10/27/1904 10/28/1904
2 479 Harris Mrs. Gertrude C. 2410 Laurell St. 47 - - cancer of uterus F.D. Kendall 3/10/1906 3/11/1906
2 357 Harris Sophia C A.G. Morris Yard 44 - - brights disease F.D. Kendall 7/17/1905 7/19/1905
2 329 Hart Oliver Frank, Jr. 2303 Taylor - 9 - 5/24/1905 5/25/1905
2 250 Hatchell Madison Asylum 48 - - typhoid fever J.L. Thompson 1/25/1905
2 305 Heath Moses Chappell, Jr. 1421 Jervais St. 2 - - J. H. McIntosh, M.D. 4/18/1905 4/19/1905
2 442 Heister John North Main St. 69 - - valvular disease of heart L.K. Philpot 12/26/1905
2 54 Hemmix Sallie C 911 Pendleton St 46 - - pneumonia S.M. Deal 3/2/1904 3/3/1904
2 198 Henderson Florence C Asylum 40 - - general paralysis Sarah C. Allen 11/4/1904
2 314 Henderson Florence May 1109 Lumber St. - 4 - T.M. DuBose 5/9/1905 5/10/1905
2 213 Hester Infant of R.B. & Ora Hester Plain St. 3 hours premature birth L.K. Philpot 11/21/1904 11/22/1904
2 117 Hill Blanche Asylum 17 - - syphilis erysifilis J.W. Babcock 6/4/1904 6/5/1904
2 342 Hill Johnson C 709 Blossom St. 51 - - typhoid fever A.A. Madden 6/22/1905 6/23/1905
2 173 Hiller Pearl Louise 2009 Main St. 9/19/1904 9/20/1904
2 151 Hiller Robert B. Hilton, SC about 32 8/17/1904 8/18/1904
2 218 Hinnant Mrs. Lula B. 1219 Elmwood Ave. 32 - - nephritis Wannamaker 11/23/1904 11/24/1904
2 24 Hinson Erick 1136 Olympia 18 9 - cerebral congestion B.H. Krepp 1/4/1904 1/5/1904
2 16 Hodger 1431 Blanding - - 12 L.K. Philpot 12/22/1903 12/23/1903
2 161 Hofer Sallie C Country 6 miles 62 - - 9/5/1904
2 233 Holmes Richard Asylum 34 - - acute mania J.L. Thompson 12/17/1904
2 165 Holt B.F. Asylum 46 - - acute diarrhoea J.L. Thompson 9/15/1904
2 47 Hook Manning Lexington County 28 - - tuberculosis Dr. Sandal 2/16/1904 2/18/1904
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Funeral Burial Bill to Washing Preservation
Newberry, SC Newberry, SC Geo. W. Dominick 10
St. Peters Catholic St. Peters Churchyard Est.
Kingville, SC Kingville, SC Est. 5
Elmwood 1440 Main St. Mrs. Eisem
Blackstock, SC Blackstock, SC Dr. J.F. Duffie 10
W. Hampton Dukes
Granby Methodist Elmwood Equality Lodge K. of P.
Brookland House G.E. Dunlap
Lancaster, SC Lancaster, SC Est.
Hodges, SC Hodges, SC C.O.D. 10
1st Presbyterian Ch. Yd. 1st Presbyterian Est 5 15
Bill Ruffs Plantation J.B. Elkins
Walhalla, SC Henry Pearson 10
Elmwood House T.W. Erwin
Elmwood House 15
Marion, SC Marion, SC A.L. Evans
Public Columbia Hospital
Salters Salters C.O.D. 10
Charleston, SC Est. 25
Blythewood, SC Blythewood, SC J.A. Faust
House Elmwood T.K. Feagan 10
Richburg, SC Richburg, SC Mrs. Nora Wix
St. Peters Catholic St. Peters Churchyard Miss Maggie
St Peters Catholic Cemetery
1st Baptist Ch. Yd. Good Shepherd City of Columbia 15
Trinity Ch Yd Trinity 15
Charleston, SC Charleston, SC C. Bart Ho.
Elmwood Cemetery Elmwood Chas. B. Fishburne
Walterboro Walterboro Mrs. Alice B. Fishburne
Elmwood Catholic Church Miss Mary FitzGibbon
Winnsboro, SC Winnsboro, SC W.H. Flennekin
Greenwood, SC Greenwood, SC Est.
Chappells, SC Chappells, SC Isaac Fortune 10
Lindale, Ga Lindale, Ga Mr. Foss
Elmwood House Mrs. T.J. Walker
Youngs Island, SC Youngs Island, SC C.O.D. 10
Elmwood House J.W. Freeman
Graniteville, SC Graniteville, SC C.A. Friday 10
Ocala, Fla Ocala, Fla. Citizen Bank, Honea Path 10
Georgetown, SC Georgetown, SC Bettie Gadsden 10
Manning, SC Manning, SC Bank of Manning
Elmwood Elmwood C.M. Galloway
Simsonville, SC Simpsonville, SC Mr. J.S. Moore, postmaster 10
Norris, SC Norris, SC W.J. Garwin, Jas. A. Whitten 10
Wagner, SC Wagner, SC Lawton Garvin 10
Elmwood House E.C. Gayle
Belton, SC Belton, SC John Geer 10
J.C. Gelston
Elmwood Columbia, SC Fred Germany
Elmwood House 15
Elmwood House
Catholic Cemetery St. Peters Catholic Chas. W. Wright
Jonesville, SC Jonesville, SC Geo. Giles 10
Elmwood Elmwood Bethune Glass
Elmwood 2nd Presbyterian T.M. Glenn
Camden, SC Camden, SC T.E. Goodale
Cross Hill, SC Cross Hill, SC J.M. Goodman 10
Denmark, SC Denmark, SC G.W. Hightower 10
Charleston, SC Charleston, SC Hester Grant 10
Charleston, SC Charleston, SC C.O.D. 10
Bishopville, SC Bishopville, SC C.O.D. W.D. Grantham
Axton, VA Axton, VA W.G. Gravely 15
Elmwood House W.H. Weir
Elmwood House Allen J. Green
Elmwood 1st Presbyterian Est.
Trinity Ch Yd Trinity Chas. B. Green
House Elmwood Jas. M. Green
Elmwood House 15
Elmwood House, Dr. Miles G.W. McIver 5
Jewish Cemetery Jewish Cemetery Ben David
Salley Salley C.O.D. 10
Elmwood House T.S. Hair
Johnston, SC Johnston, SC C.O.D.
Muldins, SC Muldins, SC S.D. Hammitt
Good Hope Ch Good Hope Ch Mrs. F.W. Harbort
Loris Loris D.J.P. Martin 10
Leesville, SC Leesville, SC Mr. Ethridge
Washington St. Meth. Elmwood Est.
Spartanburg, SC J.F. Floyd & Co. 10
Camden, SC Mr. Isidor Wolfe 10
Randolph House
1600 Senate St Elmwood Dr. O.J. Harris
Elmwood House
Elmwood D.H. Harris
Batesburg, SC Batesburg, SC M.B. Harris & C.A. Morris 10
Elmwood House O. Frank Hart
Timmonsville, SC W.S. Hatchell 10
Elmwood House M.C. Heath
Cincinnati, Ohio Cincinnati, Ohio M. Heister 15
House Public Mr. Hemmix, L. Cassell
Pendleton E.B. Henderson 10
Catholic Ch. Yd. J.R. Henderson
Mullins, SC Mullins, SC R.B. Hester
Greenville, SC Greenville, SC Blanch Hill 10
Randolph House Alice Hill
Catholic Church Catholic Church Albert Hiller
Hilton, SC Hilton, SC #106 Lodge K.P., Somersett
Ridgeway W. Hinnant 10
Lugoff Lugoff M. Hinson
House Elmwood W.H. Hodger
Williamm Hofer
Summerville, SC Kate Holmes
Newberry, SC Newberry, SC B.F. Holt
House Family Ground Manning Hook
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Casket Cost Handles Plate Gloves Clothing
York 5/6 Bx 5 shipping sheet 3.00
Spec. 5/9 Bx 100 6 black1.50
fringe drape 6/3 Bx 125
8 5/9 Bx 45 robe 10.00
a 6/0 Bx 10 robe 5.00
Spec 6/6 X &  Ex Chestnut Box 18 & 14 Ex Handles 4.50, End Hdls 1.00
13 6/0 Bx 20 robe 5.00
25 6/0 Bx 40 robe 6.00
York 5/6 Bx 5
York 10 sheet 3.00
Elif 6/8 Bx 125 Ex Eb. Gil 14 black 2.00
Rock 6/0 Bx 55
5 sheet 3.00
51 2/3 Bx 20
1210 5/9 Bx 75 6 black 1.50 robe 7.00
20 5/9 Bx 35 robe 5.00
a 5/6 Bx 15
Y. 5/9 Bx 5 sheet 3.00
Square 6/3 & chestnut box 125 & 25 suit 20.00, suit underwear & socks 1.25
3004 2/6 Bx 20
51 3/0 Bx 25
a 5/6 Bx 15
1210 5/9 Bx 65
8 & box 45 6 black 1.50 robe 7.50
Spec. 6/6 100 20 black 5.00
Milldale 5/9 Bx 100 12 black 3.00
B 5/9 Bx 15.25 robe 5.00
Wh.Clo 3/6 Bx  50
8 6/0 bx 35 robe 5.00
20 5/9 Bx 45 6 black 1.50 robe 10.00
25 5/6 Bx 40 cream robe 8.00, 1 pair white stockings .25
1210 6/0 Bx 55 robe, black 5.00
York 6/0 Bx 5 robe 5.00
51 3/6 Bx 25
a 5/6 Bx 15
Y. 5/9 Bx 5 robe 5.00
3 2/6 Bx 12 robe 4.50
20 5/9 Bx 35
a 5/9 Bx 10 robe 5.00
a 5/6 Bx 15 shipping sheet 3.00
B 5/6 Bx 10
3005 2/3 Bx 25
York 5/9 Bx 5 sheet 2.12
SilGray 6/0 Bx Elec.Cop 155 robe 10.00
2 6/3 Bx 10 robe 5.00
Sq 3/0 Bx 30 4 white 1.00
York 5 robe 5.00
1210 5/9 Bx 60
13 6/3 Bx, Hutton 50
8 black 2.00
1210 5/9 Bx 80
1210 6/0 Bx 60 robe 5.00
1210 5/6 Bx 75
York 5/6 Bx 5 sheet 3.00
6 for 1.50
7 6/0 Bx 25 robe 5.00
B 5/6 Bx 25 robe 5.00
Clo. 5/9 Bx 32.5
a 5/6 Bx 10 sheet 3.00
Y. 5/9 Bx 7.25
B 5/9 Bx 15 robe 5.00
154 5/9 Bx, Sil. Gray P. 75 sheet 5.00
13 5/9 Bx 50 8 black
3005 3/6 35 4 white 1.00
10 black 2.50
1210 5/6 Bx 60 6 black 1.50
8 5/9 Bx 45 6 black 1.50
Special 5/9 Bx 100 6 black 1.50
1210 5/9 65 14 black 3.50
Y. 5/9 Bx 5 sheet 3.00
7 5/9 Bx 30
7 5/9 Bx 20
A 6/0 Bx 15 robe 5.00
b 6/3 bx 25
a 6/3 bx 10 robe 5.00
A 5/9 Bx 10
1210 6/3 Ex Bx 100 8 black  2 suit, 15.00
25 35
& box 25 sheet 3.00
B 5/9 13.25 robe 5.00
8 white 2.00
1210 6/0 Bx 75 6 black 1.50
1210 5/9 Bx 75 6 for 1.50
25 5/9 Bx 40
Sq 2/6 Bx 35
a 5/9 Bx 10 robe 5.00, sheet 3.00
Couch 3/0 50 6 white 1.50
Sq.6/0 Nat. & Chestnut Box 125 & 25 suit 20.00
a 5/9 Bx 15
a 5/6 Bx 10
3004 2/3 Bx 20
G.W. 1/9 Bx 8
York 5/6 Bx 5 sheet 3.00
Oak 6/3 & Bx 15 robe 5.00
Couch 3/0 Bx 40 4 white 1.00
Crape 6/0 Bx 50
Emb. P. 6/0 Bx 35
b 5/6 bx 25
20 2/3 bx gloss wh. Casket 15
1210 6/0 Bx 70 Ex handles 
a 5/9 Bx 10 robe 5.00
a 5/9 Bx 7
1210 6/3 Bx 65
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5 carriages 15.00, candles .70, heating church 1.00, advertising 1.50
hearse to Kingville 20.00, Clerk of Court .50, service wagon 5.00, State .75
hearse 5.00, 2 carriages 6.00
transportation 5.00
Lining Casket 6.00, attendants 16.00, expense 5.00
hearse 5.00, 2 carriages 6.00, 2 Cr ordered from Martin X 6
hearse 5.00, 4 carriages 20.00
transportation 5.00
transportation 4
hearse 5.00, 10 carriages 30.00
hearse to country 10.00
transportation 9.40
3 carriages 9.00, advertising .75
hearse 5.00, service wagon 5.00, advertising .75
transportation 5.00




hearse 5.00, advertising .75
vault 50.00 hearse 5.00, 5 carriages 15.00, 6 hacks 9.00, service wagon 5.00
hearse 5.00, 8 carriages 24.00, organist Trinity 2.00, advertising 1.50
transportation 7.75
hearse 5.00, 5 carriages 15.00
transporting body in Charleston
hearse 5.00, 2 carriages 6.00, 10 candles .70











hearse 5.00, 6 carriages 18.00, advertising - no chg.
transportation 7.04
hearse to country 10.00
slate 50.00 hearse 5.00, 9 carriages 27.00, service wagon 5.00 advertising 1.50
hearse 5.00, 8 carriages 24.00, 1 hack 1.50
hearse 5.00, 3 carriages 9.00, advertising .75
hearse 5.00, 3 carriages 12.00, 
transportation 5.00
services 15.00, 3 carriages 9.00




1 carriage to RR 3.00, service wagon 5.00
hearse 5.00, 7 carriages 21.00, advertising .75
slate 35.00 6 carriages 24.00
hearse 10.00, 12 carriages 36.00, 2 trips service wagon 5.00, advertising .75, attendants 10.00
hearse 5.00, 4 carriages 12.00, organist Trinity Ch. 2.00, 
hearse 5.00, 5 carriages 15.00, 6 candles .60
hearse 5.00, 8 carriages 24.00, cleaning lot 1.00, 1 Hack 9A.M. 2.50
slate 50.00 hearse 5.00, 9 carriages 27.00, flower wagon 3.00, cleaning lot .50
hearse 5.00, 3 carriages to cemetery 9.00, 3 hacks 3.00, attendants 10.00
transportation 5.00





hearse 5.00, 8 carriages 24.00, advertising .75
transportation 5.65
hearse 5.00
hearse 5.00, 6 carriages 18.00, service wagon 5.00, attendants 10.00
hearse 5.00, 5 carriages 15.00, advertising .75
hearse 5.00, 6 carriages 24.00
service wagon 5.00
4 carriages 12.00, advertising .75
transportation 5.00
slate 40.00 hearse 5.00, 12 carriages 36.00, lot Elmwood 53.00, advertising .75









3 carriages 9.00 
transportation 6.35
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Book Pg. Last Name First Name Colored Late Residence Age (ymd) Cause of death Physician Death Date Burial Date
2 312 Hook Rosella May North Main St. 7 - - T.M. DuBose 5/4/1905 5/5/1905
2 224 Hook Samuel W. Washington St. F.D. Kendall 12/6/1904 12/8/1904
2 136 Hopkins James, Sr. Hopkins, SC 68 - - 7/--/1904 7/24/1904
2 291 Hopkins William H. Hopkins, SC typhoid fever 3/30/1905 3/31/1905
2 7 Howell J.R. Monticello Rd 79 12/6/1903 12/7/1903
2 441 Howell William Taylor Lane Hospital 16 - - hurt at Morris Quarry Coroner 12/19/1905 12/21/1905
2 99 Howie John M. Lady St. 74 - - Dr. Griffith 5/12/1904
2 437 Huff Belvie S. #10 Moore Ave. 1-6 - diptheria W.W. Weston 12/13/1905 12/14/1905
2 169 Huffstickler Susan Olympia Ave 22 - - consumption Dr. Kreps 9/17/1904 9/18/1904
2 323 Huggins Mrs. Ann E. Waverly Lady St. 79 - - B.W. Taylor 5/16/1905 5/17/1905
2 269 Hungerford Mr. W.H. Asylum 55 - - paralysis Dr. J.L. Thompson 2/18/1905
2 355 Huntt John A. Hospital 44 - - typhoid fever Dr. B.W. Taylor 7/14/1905 7/15/1905
2 86 Hursey A.B. Hospital 68 - - paechymesengitis J.H. McIntosh 4/28/1904 4/29/1904
2 490 Inglesby Charles Blanding & Bull 67-11 - cerebral apoplexy Dr. Whaley 3/26/1906 3/28/1906
2 78 Inglesby Mrs. Caroline 1430 Blanding St 66 - - uremia Dr. E.M. Whaley 4/12/1904 4/13/1904
2 474 Irby Mrs. Dora E. 1100 Richland St. 25 - - hemorrhage E.S. Harmon 2/27/1906 2/28/1906
2 371 Irwin Mr. Winfield Scott c/o John Sutphen, Woodrow St., Shandon 57 - - 8/13/1905 8/24/1905
2 222 Izard Mrs. Julia D. 1007 Henderson St. 65 - - chronic gastric enteritis W.M. Lester 12/4/1904 12/6/1904
2 423 Jackson Belle Asylum 41 - - general paralysis Sarah C. Allen 11/9/1905
2 267 Jackson E.E., M.D. cor Gates & Plain St. 70 - - paralysis Dr. W.W. Weston 2/16/1905 2/17/1905
2 309 Jacob John C. 2012 58 - - J.J.Watson 4/24/1905 4/25/1905
2 49 Jacob Mrs. Fredricka 811 Main St. 82 - - heart failure R.W. Gibbes 2/21/1904 2/22/1904
2 35 Jellico Daniel 1404 Taylor St - - - R.W. Gibbes 1/19/1904 1/20/1904
2 354 Jellier Dora 1404 Taylor St. Dr. S.M. Deal 7/10/1905 7/11/1905
2 32 Jennings Ruth Alice 1002 Lumber St 9 - - Dr. Awings 1/14/1904 1/15/1904
2 27 Johnson Dock Asylum 27 6 - La Grippe Pneumonia J.L. Thompson 1/5/1904 1/7/1904
2 334 Johnson Mrs. W.J. Ridgeway, SC 5/31/1905 6/1/1905
2 96 Jolly Eliza Asylum 35 - - general tuberculosis Sarah C. Allen 5/10/1904
2 495 Jones Elizabeth C Asylum 27 - - general tuberculosis J.W. Babcock 4/1/1906
2 318 Jones Infant C.C. 1218 Pine St. - - - L.K. Philpot 5/11/1905 5/12/1905
2 397 Jones Kim Woodson Newberry, SC 29 - - organic heart disease afflexry 9/19/1905 9/20/1905
2 415 Jones Mary Killian, SC 67 - - pneumonia Dr. Langford 10/22/1905
2 331 Jones Mary L. 1224 Pine St. 23 - - L.K. Philpot 5/28/1905 5/29/1905
2 340 Jones Pet Asylum 22 - - acute diarrhoea J.L. Thompson 6/1/1905
2 33 Joun Satira Asylum 55 - - general paralysis Sarah C.Alden 1/14/1905 1/15/1904
2 148 Kauffman Mrs. Fannie Chester, SC 8/12/1904 8/14/1904
2 365 Keels Theodore McFadin 1032 Elmwood Ave. 70 - - T.M. DuBose 7/23/1905 7/24/1905
2 204 Keenan Catherine Plain St. 75 - - pneumonia Dr. Taylor 11/8/1904 11/9/1904
2 58 Keenan Dennis Plain St. 79 - - B.W. Taylor 3/4/1904 3/5/1904
2 212 Keisler Mrs. E.A. Hyatt Point road 84 - - old age Dr. Owens 11/17/1904 11/18/1904
2 424 Kelley James H. Penitentiary 27 - - general tuberculosis Dr. Harmon 11/12/1905
2 403 Kelly Louis Asylum 17 - - epilepsy J.L. Thompson 10/3/1905 10/4/1905
2 459 Kennedy Maggie Asylum 31 - - intestinal tuberculosis Sarah C. Allen 2/1/1906
2 346 Kinard Thos. E. Asylum 45 - - general paralysis J.L. Thompson 6/30/1905
2 404 King Robert St. Charles 1101 Henderson St. 1-6 - Taylor 10/4/1905 10/5/1905
2 387 Kinsler Mary Ann K. 1505 Blanding St. 29 - - pulmonary tuberculosis Dr. Williams 9/5/1905
2 470 Kirk James I. Hospital for the Insane 78-6 - exhaustion epilepsy J.L. Thompson 2/21/1906
2 320 Kirkland J. Hagood Asylum 28 - - phthsis pulmonolisis J.L. Thompson 5/15/1905
2 391 Kleckley Jno. W. Columbia 38 - - hemorrhage & shock 9/12/1905 9/13/1905
2 140 Knowlton Augustus Barton Tryon, NC 1-3 - entro colitis A.B. Knowlton 7/25/1904 7/26/1904
2 145 Lanair J.B. Asylum 41 - - tuberculosis J.W. Babcock 8/8/1904
2 409 Land Mary A. Asylum 36 - - general tuberculosis Sarah C. Allen 10/9/1905
2 368 Langdale Minnie Asylum 18 - - phthisis pulmonalisis J.M.Babcock 8/2/1905
2 287 Lawton John C Asylum 27 - - epilepsy J.L. Thompson 3/21/1905
2 240 Leavy John N. Savannah, Ga 50 - - accute lobar pneumonia T.P. Waring, M.D. 12/28/1904 12/30/1904
2 280 Lee Flanders 3/9/1905
2 104 Lee Infant of Mrs. Lee - - - 5/20/1904
2 220 Legare J.B. Asylum 34 - - chronic diarrhoea J.L. Thompson 11/28/1904 11/28/1904
2 374 Leman Mrs. M.C. 1822 Gregg St. 83-6 - cancer uter Dr. B.W. Taylor 8/20/1905 8/22/1905
2 498 Letten Babt - - 3 Wannamaker 4/6/1906 4/7/1906
2 141 Lever Thos. G. 1723 Laurel St. 53 - - tuberculosis Dr. Philpot 8/3/1904 8/4/1904
2 134 Lewis Mrs. Georgia Arden, NC 28 - - tuberculosis 7/17/1904 7/18/1904
2 210 Livingston Paul R. 1817 Gadsden 2-6 - R.W. Gibbes 11/16/1904 11/17/1904
2 1 Logan Charles Senate & Assembly 88 pneumonia J.M. DuBose 11/29/1903 12/1/1903
2 114 Logan Mrs. S.E. State Hospital 78 - - pneumonia Dr. Sarah Allen 6/1/1904
2 9 Lollis/Laulas Henry Gist Street 43 12/12/1903 12/13/1903
2 285 Loofer Robert Asylum 5-10 - intestinal tuberculosis J.L. Thompson 3/14/1905
2 489 Love Ellen Lela V. 1078 Senate St. 66 - - heart disease W.W. Weston 3/24/1906 3/26/1906
2 253 Mallory J.H. Knowltons Infirmary - - 12 Dr. Knowlton 1/28/1905 1/29/1905
2 211 Maltry Phillip Blanding St. 51 - - asphisia Coroner 11/17/1904 11/18/1904
2 297 Marks Mrs. Mary E.S. Asylum 71 - - senile exhaustion Sarah C. Allen 4/9/1905 4/10/1905
2 73 Marshall D. Grunelle Hyatts Park, Dr. Ewer 28 - - tuberculosis 4/6/1904 4/7/1904
2 450 Marshall Mrs. Jullia C. Knowltons Infirmary 56 - - intestinal obstruction A.B. Moulton 1/10/1906 1/11/1906
2 422 Matthews Elveria Asylum 45 - - general tuberculosis Sarah C. Allen 11/9/1905
2 378 Matthews Isabel Cathcart Main St., 3 doors above Scott Pope 3-10 - tubercular meningitis Dr. Lester 8/26/1905 8/29/1905
2 393 May Maggie C Asylum 26 - - general tuberculosis J.W. Babcock 9/12/1905
2 394 Mazyck Hulda Witte Hospital 26 - - typhoid fever J.J.Watson 9/13/1905 9/15/1905
2 83 Mazyck Mrs. Catherine Blake Elmwood Ave & Gates St. 71 - - Dr. Pope 4/17/1904 4/19/1904
2 260 McAteer Edward Lester 1416 Taylor St. 1-4 - pneumonia Dr. Owens 2/5/1905 2/7/1905
2 247 McBride Bernard Asylum 74-3 - senile insanity diarrhoea J.L. Thompson 1/16/1905 1/17/1905
2 223 McCabe William 1126 Gregg St. 63 - - F.D. Kendall 12/6/1904 12/7/1904
2 152 McCant Andrew 32 - - 8/19/1904
2 369 McConnell Mr. A.F. 1420 Washington St. 75 - - enlarged prostate glands W.M. Lester 8/10/1905
2 159 McCraney Thomas C. 1515 A.B. Knowlton 9/2/1904 9/4/1904
2 63 McCurry Mary Asylum 73-6 - phthsis pulmanalisis Sarah B. Allen 3/16/1904 3/17/1904
2 116 McCutcheon Nettie O. Asylum 44 - - general tuberculosis Sarah C. Allen 6/3/1904 6/4/1904
2 389 McElree Robert Elmwood Cemetery 42 - - valvular disease of heart Joseph Maybank 5/23/1901 5/24/1901
2 398 McInoun W.A. Asylum 36 - - general paralysis J.L. Thompson 9/24/1905
2 288 McIntosh Infant of Dr. J.H. McIntosh Blanding St - - - 3/25/1905 3/25/1905
2 452 McIntosh Miss Eleanor Winifred 1221 Pickens 14-11 - accute congestion hepatitis J.H. McIntosh 1/13/1906 1/15/1906
2 321 McKain Mrs. J.W. Camden, SC 37 - - brights disease 5/16/1905
2 421 McNeil E.E. Asylum 19-4 - accute gastritis J.L. Thompson 11/5/1905
2 53 McNeil Wheeler Asylum 25 - - gangrene of lungs J.L. Thompson 2/29/1904 3/8/1904
2 282 McQueen Jno. C. 1208 Green St. 47 - - cancer of throat L.K. Philpot 3/12/1905 3/14/1905
2 367 Means James W. 701 Lumber St. Dr. Griffith 7/31/1905 8/1/1905
2 135 Meares Evan M. Asylum 30 - - acute mania J.L. Thompson 7/22/1904
2 279 Meetze Henry W. 20 - - pneumonia Dr. L.A. Griffith 3/4/1905 3/5/1905
2 94 Melton Mrs. Caro Bekner 1226 Senate St. 31 - - acute general peritonitis B.W. Taylor 5/7/1904 5/9/1904
2 290 Memminger C.G. Asylum 63 - - paralysis J.L. Thompson 3/29/1905
2 167 Mercer T.R. 1912 Barnwell St. 9/17/1904 9/18/1904
2 384 Metz Mr. Levi 2 Shull Alley 92 - - Dr. Boyd 9/4/1905
2 338 Meyers W.D. 1227 Wayne St 49 - - R.W. Gibbes 6/10/1905 6/11/1905
2 56 Middleton M. C Barnwell St., btw Laurel & Lumber - - - 3/2/1904 3/3/1904
2 206 Miller D.B. 1820 Sumter St. 54 - - L.K. Philpot 11/11/1904 11/12/1904
2 239 Miller Lizzie Lexington Fork 18 - - tuberculosis Griffith 12/26/1904 12/27/1904
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Funeral Burial Bill to Washing Preservation
Elmwood House S.D. Hook
Elmwood 1440 Main St.
Hopkins, SC Hopkins, Sc Est., Dr. Herbert Clayton
J.J. Howell
Childs, SC Childs, SC A.G. Morris
Elmwood Est.
Elmwood Elmwood Vernon Huff
Rockhill, SC Trinity Chappell J.J. Huffstickler 10
Trinity Ch Yd Trinity Church Est. 15
Bamberg Bamberg Capt. Webb
Elmwood 1st Baptist William Huntt
Chesterfield Chesterfield Mr. A.W. Hursey
Magnolia House Est. 15
Magnolia House Capt. Chas. Inglesby 15
Elmwood St. Timothy J.H. Irby
Elmwood House Mr. J.J. Sutphen 15
Walterboro, SC Walterboro, SC Mrs. Mattie P. Izard 15
Bennettsville Bennettsville Bank of Marlboro, SC
Elmwood Good Shepherd Est
Elmwood Ebenezer Est
St. Pauls Lutheran Elmwood F.A. Hoefer
St. Peters Catholic St. Peters Churchyard Est 5
Catholic St. Peters Catholic Est
Main St. Methodist Elmwood Jno. A. Jennings
Meddendorf,  SC Meddendorf, SC Jessi L. Johnson 10
Ridgeway, SC Ridgeway, SC W.J. Johnson
Spartanburg, SC Spartanburg, SC J.T. Jolly 10
Cameron, SC Cameron, SC Gus Jones 10
Elmwood
Elmwood McC & P C.C. Jones 15
Crane Creek Crane Creek J.E. Jones
Elmwood House C.C. Jones
Hodges, SC Hodges, SC C.O.D.
Aiken, SC Aiken, SC G.H. Joun
Jewish Cemetery M.M. Wachtel
Elmwood House M.M. Keels 15
Catholic Cemetery Catholic Church W.J. Keenan
St. Peters Catholic St. Peters Catholic William J. Keenan 5
Gilbert, SC
Canty, SC S.F. Kelley 10
Bishopville, SC Bishopville, SC Loan & Exchange Bank 10
Rock Hill Rock Hill Bank of Rock Hill 10
Abbeville, SC Abbeville, SC Mrs. Thos. E. Kinard 10
Catholic St. Peters Catholic H.C. King
Acton, SC Geo. L. Dial 10
Grahamville money at Asylum
Millitville, SC J.H. Kirkland 10
White Rock White Rock J.P. Richardson
Elmwood House Dr. A.B. Knowlton
Edgefield, SC J.E. Johnson 10
Walhalla, SC Walhalla, SC Bank of Walhalla 10
George, SC J.C.W. Black, Jr. 10
Beaufort, SC Beaufort, SC C.O.D. 10
St. Peters Catholic ChYd St. Peters Catholic T. Martin
Gen John D. Frost
Mr. R.H. Lee
Elmwood Elmwood M.C.H. Gerridan
Magnolia, Charleston House Mr. H.A. Douglas 15
Elmwood Elmwood J.B. Letton
C.H. Lever
Elmwood Elmwood Mr. A.E. Lewis
Elmwood House J.F. Livingston
St. Peters Catholic Elmwood Est 5 15
Sumter, SC Sumter, SC C.W. Stansill 10
House Public Columbia Lumber Co.
Easley, SC Easley, SC 10
1st Presbyterian Ch Yd 1st Presbyterian
Elmwood
Elmwood Catholic Church 15
1st Presbyterian Ch Yd 1st Presbyterian Est 10
Trinity Trinity Church Yard Mrs. Julia C. Marshall 15
Trinity Ch Yd Trinity Est
Williston, SC Williston, SC Mr. Matthews 10
Winnsboro, SC
Darlington, SC Darlington, SC H.R. Lucas, express agent 10
Magnolia, Charleston St. Pauls Charleston, SC P.St.J. 15
Newberry, SC Newberry, SC Est 15
Rockhill, SC Rock Hill, SC L.A. McAteer
St. Laurens, Charleston Charleston, SC John McAllister
Elmwood House
Elmwood 1st Baptist Est
Yorkville, SC Yorkville, SC S.L. Miller 5
Elmwood House Daniel McCraney 5 15
Abbeville Abbeville J.A. Brock 10
Dalzell, SC Dalzell, SC J.A. McCutcheon 10
Elmwood Charleston, SC Est
Clinton, SC Clinton, SC Mrs. W.A. McInoun
Elmwood Dr. J.H. McIntosh
Catholic St. Peters Catholic Est. G.M. McIntosh
Elmwood 2d Presbyterian J.W. McKain
Abbeville, SC Abbeville, SC J.W. Babcock 10
Dillon, SC Dillon, SC J.W. Dillon & Son 10
Sumter, SC Sumter, SC Mr. Keeles 15
Elmwood House
Cafers Meares 10
Lexington, SC Lexington, SC
Elmwood House W.D. Melton 15
Flat Rock, NC Flat Rock, NC Est., Dr. Allerd Meminger 15
Green Bryer Ch. House Mr. Taylor of Maxwell Taylor
Ballentine, SC Mrs. T.A. Gibson 5
Elmwood 2nd Baptist S.E. Meyers
M. Middleton Public
Elmwood Good Shepherd Est 5 15
Elmwood House S.A. Miller
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Casket Cost Handles Plate Gloves Clothing
51 4/10 Bx 35 4 white 1.00
20 6/0 Bx 45
crape 6/3 Bx 50 6 black 1.50
Rock 5/9 Bx 60 6 black 1.00
7 6/0 bx 25
B 5/3 Bx, Wh. 18 robe 5.00
300 6/3 Bx 75 8 black 2.00 robe 10.00
3 3/0 Bx 12 robe 5.00
3 1/2  5/9 Bx 25 robe 5.00, shipping sheet 3.00
304 5/9 bx 125 8 black 2.00
7 6/- & box 30 robe 5.00
Milldale 5/9 Bx 90 6 black 1.50 suit 15.00
1210 6/0 Bx 60 robe 8.00
1210 6/3 Bx 75
1210 5/9 Bx 75
Wh.P. 5/9 Bx 75 6 white 1.50 robe 8.00
75 gloves for 1.50 robe 8.00
300 5/9 Bx Elif 115
B 18.75
Rockwell 6 & box 60 6 black 1.50
Spec. 5/9 Bx 100 Ex. Ax & Cl 6 black 1.50
Spec. 5/9 Bx 100 8 black 2
1210 6/0 Bx 75 6 black 1.50 robe 10.00
1210 5/9 x 75 6 black 1.50
51 4/6 Wh. Plush 30
York 5/9 Bx 5 robe 5.00
Car. Cor 6/3 Elec. Cop. Lin. 100 12 for 3.00 Wh. Silk Wrap Henrietta 25.00
York 5/6 Bx 5 shipping sheet 3.00
Y 5/9 Bx 5 sheet 3.00
3 2/3 Bx 10
chestnut box 15 6 black 1.50
25 5/6 Bx 45
Sil G. Pl. 6/0 Bx Elec. Cop. Lin. 125 6 silver gray 1.50 robe, cream 10.00
B 5/6 Bx 15 robe 5.00
B. 6/0 Bx 20
7 6/0 Bx 30 6 black 1.50
Sq 5/9 & Chestnut Box 125 & 25 8 black 2.00
5/9 Sp/Chestnut Box 125 & 25 6 black 1.50 suit 15.00
7 5/9 Bx 30
a 6/0 Bx 15 robe 5.00, shipping sheet 3.00
a 5/6 Bx 10 robe 5.00
B 5/9 Bx 15 sheet 3.00
a 6/3 Bx 10 robe 5.00
51 2/9 Bx 20
15 sanitary sheet 5.00
B. 5/9 Bx 19.47 robe 5.00
B 5/9 Bx 20 robe 5.00, sheet 3.00
B 5/9 Bx 20 robe 5.00
8 white 1.50
B 5/9 Bx 15 robe 5.00, shipping sheet 3.00
a 5/6 Bx 8.6 sheet 3.00
B 5/9 Bx 12 sheet 3.00
York 5/9 Bx 5 robe 5.00
5
coffin & box 8
B 6/0 Bx 15 robe 5.00
231 & box 75
G.W. 2/3 Bx 18
20 6/0 Bx 40 robe 5.00
6 white 1.50
Sq 3/6 Wh. Plush 25 4 white 1.00
slate 6/3 solid copper Bev. Plate glass full tufted lid 650 old six ex. 16 blk 4 1pr silk stocking 1.50 tie.25 shoes 2.50
8 5/6 40
a 10
3 3/6 Bx 15.56
Blind D 5/9 Bx 150 14 black 3.50
3 2/3 Bx 15
carvd ca 6/0 Bx 100 6 black 1.50 suit 15.00
25 5/6 Bx 45 robe 7.00
8 6/0 Bx 50 8 black 2
1210 5/9 Bx 75 10 black 2.50
B 5/9 Bx 20 sheet 3.00
51 & box 40
York 6/2 Bx 7 sheet 3.00
Sil Gray 6/0 Clo. & Zergler box 100 & 15
1210  75
G.W. Casket 2/6 Bx 20 robe 4.00
7 5/9 Bx 30 robe 5.00
Rock 5/9 Bx 60 6 black 1.50
12 3.00
1201 & Box 50 robe 10.00
Style B 6/3 #16 300 16 black 4.00 suit 20.00
York 5/9 Bx 5 sanitary sheet 3.00
7 5/6 Bx 25 robe 5.00, shipping sheet 3.00
sanitary oak case 50
7 6/3 Bx 20
0 1/2 & box 8
Wh.P. 5/6 & Box 80 6 white 1.50
6 black 1.50
Y. 5/9 Bx 7.25 robe 5.00
a 5/6 Bx 10 black robe 5.00
B 6/0 Bx 20 robe 8.00
Rock 5/5 Bx 65 6 black 1.00 robe 7.00
7 6/0 Bx 25 robe 5.00
Emb 6/0 Bx 75 shirt, tie, collar & socks 1.65
Couch 6/3 175
1210 6/0 Bx 75 robe 10.00
3005 2/6 Bx 20
1210 65 robe 5.00
7 5/9 Bx 25 6 black 1.50
a 5/6 Bx
231 6/3 Ex Bx 100 8 black 2.00 suit 15.00
8 5/6 Bx 45 robe, white 5.00
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hearse 5.00, advertising .75
hearse 5.00, 2 carriages 6.00, advertising .75
hearse 15.00
hearse to country 15.00
hearse & service wagon 12.00, hack 2.50, ambulance 2.50
hearse 5.00, 6 carriages 18.00
2 carriages 6.00
hearse 5.00, 8 carriages 24.00, organist 2.00, advertising .75
flowers 2.50
hearse 5.00, 6 carriages 18.00, service wagon & shaving 5.00
3 telegrams 1.30, service wagon 5.00
4 carriages 16.00, 1 of above for Dr. Wiles, service wagon 5.00, State .75, N&C 2.25
hearse 5.00, 3 carriages 9, Record .75
hearse 5.00, 4 carriages 16.00, service wagon 5.00
hearse 5.00, 4 carriages 12.00
2 carriages 6.00, service wagon 5.00
transportation 6.25
hearse 5.00, 6 carriages 18.00, advertising .75
hearse 5.00. 10 carriages 30.00, advertising 1.50
hearse 5.00, 10 carriages 30.00, advertising
hearse 5.00, 5 carriages 15.00, 6 candles .60
hearse 5.00, 5 carriages 15.00, 7 candles .70, advertising .75
hearse 5.00, 3 carriages 9.00, advertising .75
shipping sheet 3.00, transportation 5.00




hearse 5.00, 6 carriages 18.00, service wagon 5.00, attendants 5.00
hearse 5.00, 8 carriages 24.00, 1/2 cemetery lot 27.50
transportation 5.40
transportation 5.88
4 carriages 12.00, service wagon 5.00, advertising .75, attendants 10.00
hearse 5.00, 5 carriages 15.00
hearse 5.00, 7 carriages 21.00, 7 candles .75, advertising .75





5 carriages 15.00, advertising .75
transportation 12.28
service wagon 5.00





hearse 5.00, attendants 5.00
wagon 3.00
2 carriages 6.00
carriage 3.00, service wagon 5.00
hearse 10.00
slate 50.00 hearse 10.00, 6 carriages 18.00, 2 hacks 2.00
4 carriages 12.00
slate 50.00 candles sw 12 carriages
hearse 5.00 
transportation 7.44
hearse 5.00, 8 carriages 32.00
carriage 3.00
hearse 5.00, 10 carriages 30.00, candles .75, telephone message Father Fleming .80, advertising .75
service wagon, 2 trips 5.00, advertising .75
hearse 5.00, 6 carriages 24.00, organist Trinity 2.00, advertising .75
hearse 5.00, 5 carriages 20.00, organist Trinity 2.00, service wagon 5.00, ambulance 3.00, advertising .75
transportation 5.00
carriage to RR 3.00, carriage from Hospital to house 2.00, shipping remains 5.00
hearse 5.00, 2 carriages 6.00, advertising .75
carriage 3.00
transportation 7.75, 4.20 discount
hearse 5.00, 14 candles 1.40, State & Record 1.50
brick & cement 35.00 hearse 5.00, 9 carriages 27.00, service wagon 5.00 
service wagon 5.00





hearse 5.00, 6 carriages 18.00, 26 candles 2.60, service wagon for flowers 3.00, advertising .75
hearse 5.00, 3 carriages 9.00, 1 hack 1.50, attendants 5.00
transportation 5.75
shipping sheet 3.00, transportation 6.80
carriage 2.00, service wagon 5.00
6 carriages 18.00, advertising .75
hearse to Lexington 10.00, 3 carriages 9.00, hearse 5.00, advertising .75
slate 50.00 8 carriages 24.00, 3 1 horse hacks 4.50
transportation 8.40
advertising .75
hearse 5.00, carriage 3.00. service wagon 5.00
hearse 5.00
grave & hearse and 1 Hack 16.00
hearse 5.00, 8 carriages 24.00, advertising .75
hearse 10.00
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Book Pg. Last Name First Name Colored Late Residence Age (ymd) Cause of death Physician Death Date Burial Date
2 209 Miller Victoria C. Asylum 35 - - general paralysis Sarah C. Allen 11/14/1904
2 65 Miller William L. Hospital 47 - - apendicitis Dr. Owens 3/22/1904 3/23/1904
2 497 Miscally Baby 1102 Oak St. 18hrs Fishburn 4/4/1906 4/5/1906
2 178 Miscally Georgett E. 1102 Oak St. - 9 - Dr. Fishburn 9/26/1904 9/28/1904
2 74 Mobley Mrs. Ida W. 705 Lumber St. 43 - - erosthalmus L.K. Philpot 4/7/1904 4/9/1904
2 38 Molloy Henry L. Asylum 36 - - general paralusis J.W. Babcock 1/20/1904 1/22/1904
2 381 Moody Mr. W.A. Hospital 39 - - Dr. Griffith 8/30/1905
2 257 Moody R. Wells 1508 Laurell St. 30 - - pneumonia Dr. Fishburn 2/4/1905 2/6/1905
2 319 Moore Geo. A. 830 Laurel St. 22 - - tuberculosis L.K. Philpot 5/14/1905 5/15/1905
2 430 Moore J.A. Asylum 45 - - epilepsy J.L. Thompson 11/24/1905 11/26/1905
2 6 Moore Mary C Liberty Hill 12/4/1903 12/5/1903
2 333 Moore Mrs. Sallie Asylum 32-2 - general paralysis J.M.Babcock 5/28/1905 6-1-005
2 125 Morrison William A. Asylum 77 - - senile insanity J.L. Thompson 6/17/1904 6/19/1904
2 262 Morrissey A.B. C Asylum general paresis H.H. Griffin 2/8/1905 2/10/1905
2 276 Morse W.H. 1811 Barnwell St 55 - - heart failure D. Fishburne 2/28/1905 3/1/1905
2 214 Morton W. Marian 1315 Laurell St. 46 - - brights disease Dr. Kendall 11/17/1904 11/19/1904
2 449 Motte Mrs. Julia F. 2303 park St. 42 - - cardiac dilation 1/8/1906 1/11/1906
2 294 Myers Margret 913 Lady St. 67 - - Dr. S.M. Deal 3/31/1905
2 270 Nates John T. 2 Notch Road 70 - - Dr. Owens 2/21/1905 2/22/1905
2 360 Nathan Mrs. Ann Wilmington, NC 92 - - senility Burbank 7/20/1905 7/21/1905
2 130 NcCants Miss Minnie C. 1209 Gervais St 43 - - tuberculosis T.M. DuBose 7/11/1904 7/12/1904
2 129 Neely C.M. Asylum 55 - - heart failure J.L. Thompson 7/10/1904
2 457 Nelson Ellen M. 1511 Park St. 74 - - nephritis Dr. P. Mikell 1/28/1906 1/29/1906
2 162 Nettles Mrs. Eliza 214 Picadilly 62 - - 9/5/1904 9/6/1904
2 110 Newell John A. Asylum 46 - - cellulitis J.L. Thompson 5/27/1904
2 491 Newton Mrs. 4/1/1906
2 485 Nibs Mary Webster Senate St. 40 - - cancer of stomach T.M. DuBose 3/15/1906 3/16/1906
2 111 North Margaret A. Asylum 61 - - dysentary Sarah C. Allen 5/29/1904 5/30/1904
2 286 Owens Mary C, 1319 Laurel St. - 7 - 3/17/1905 3/18/1905
2 14 Palmer Hefom C 1907 Assembly 3 6 - fell in fire burns F.D. Kendall 12/21/1903 12/22/1903
2 181 Palmer Mrs. E.H. Hopkins, SC 22 - - pulmonary consumption Herbert Clayton 10/6/1904 10/7/1904
2 308 Patterson Miss Carrie Lee Hospital J.H. McIntosh 4/23/1905 4/27/1905
2 55 Perkins C Liberty Hill - - - Dr. McIntosh 3/2/1904 3/3/1904
2 235 Permenter Amelia Asylum 46 - - phthisis pulmonalis Sarah C. Allen 12/22/1904
2 330 Perry Lucy C 900 Pendleton St. 25 - - unknown Deal 5/25/1905 5/26/1905
2 356 Perry Mrs. Melissa F. Epworth 68 - - S.M. Deal 7/16/1905 7/17/1905
2 166 Perry 1514 Williams St. 1 - - 9/15/1904 9/16/1904
2 278 Petersen Nicoloi Asylum 68 - - La Grippe senile insanity J.L. Thompson 3/3/1905 3/4/1905
2 183 Pharr Charles Asylum 66 - - cerebral hemorrhage J.L. Thompson 10/14/1904
2 187 Philpot,  W.H., M.D. Dr. Philpot, Lady St. 76-5 - chronic endocarditis Dr. J.H. McIntosh 10/20/1904 10/22/1904
2 482 Pike Lieut. R.S. Cheyenne Wy 29 -5 - pneumonia 3/7/1906 3/12/1906
2 123 Plyler Sarah Asylum 34 - - general tuberculosis Sarah C. Allen 6/12/1904
2 353 Poat Mary C. 2019 Assembly St. 1-8  - marasmon F.D. Kendall 7/10/1905 7/11/1905
2 30 Pope Mrs. Florence Brooks Hunt House P. Office - - - 1/11/1904 1/12/1904
2 292 Posey Nelson Asylum 55 - - acute mania J.L. Thompson 3/29/1905 3/31/1905
2 488 Powell Jane C. Wayne St. 82 - - old age Gibbes 3/23/1906 3/24/1906
2 301 Powers Margaret L. 919 Sumter St. 82 - - J.H. McIntosh 4/14/1905 4/15/1905
2 468 Presley Mary C Asylum tuberculosis J.W. Babcock 2/18/1906
2 191 Price Andrew M. Asylum 50 - - general tuberculosis J.L. Thompson 10/23/1904 10/26/1904
2 395 Price Eva B. Asylum 29 - - general tuberculosis Sarah C. Allen 9/15/1905 9/16/1905
2 154 Price Geo. Edward 1104 Senate 2 - - 8/22/1904 6/23/1904
2 339 Rahn Mrs. Frances P. Jacksonville, Fla. carcinoma 6/9/1905
2 350 Randolph Mrs. Hannah Asylum 61 - - senility J.L. Thompson 7/4/1905
2 361 Ranson Allen E. Hospital 47 - - accute nephritis C.F. Williams 7/21/1905
2 307 Rast A.M.N. Asylum 67 - - dysentary cerebral hemorrhage J.L. Thompson 4/20/1905
2 176 Raynor 1306 Tobacco St. 1-9 - Owens 9/23/1904 9/24/1904
2 345 Reid Loughton R. Laurell St. 68 - - D.S. Pope 6/25/1905 6/26/1905
2 478 Richardson Sarah A. C Asylum 30 -2 - general paralysis J.W. Babcock 3/7/1906
2 17 Rick Warren Asylum 42 J.L. Thompson 12/22/1903 12/24/1903
2 97 Ricker Albert D. 2021 Marion St. 42-9 - tuberculosis L.B. Owens 5/12/1904
2 304 Riley Infant of Mrs. Wells Riley - - 17 4/17/1905 4/18/1905
2 264 Rivers Frank C Asylum 85 - - senility J.L. Thompson 1/10/1905
2 249 Roane James L., Sr. rear Olympia Stables Dr. Krepps 1/24/1905 1/25/1905
2 472 Robertson Elizabeth Hendersonville, N.C. 13 - - accidently killed A.B. Drafts 2/24/1906 2/26/1906
2 197 Robinson Egeriah Asylum 25 - - acute melancholy Sarah C. Allen 11/2/1904
2 57 Robinson John T. Asylum 58 - - acute melancholia La Grippe J.L. Thompson 3/3/1904 3/4/1904
2 100 Robinson Margaret Asylum 61 - - intestinal tuberculosis Sarah C. Allen 5/13/1904 5/14/1904
2 494 Rose Sarah A. Gervais St. 78-3 - T.M. DuBose 3/31/1906 4/2/1906
2 358 Rountree Jas. S. Asylum 62 - - general paralysis J.L. Thompson 7/18/1905 7/19/1905
2 234 Rucker Jemima J. Hospital 18 - - B.W. Taylor 12/22/1904 12/23/1904
2 296 Rudd Junius K. Dr. Watkins, Blanding St. 31 - - septic pneumonia Dr. J.J. Watson 4/7/1905
2 155 Ruff S.W. Hospital Dr. Pope 8/29/1904 8/30/1904
2 446 Salesbee Wm. R. Asylum 55 - - nephritis J.L. Thompson 1/7/1906
2 44 Sandifor Phillip R. SC College Infirmary 23 - - pneumonia B.W. Taylor 2/14/1904 2/15/1904
2 126 Sandley John E. Hospital 37 - - typhoid fever J.S. Pope 6/19/1904 6/20/1904
2 46 Satarlee Rev. Churchill Rector Trinity 2/15/1904
2 19 Sawyer Jerome Pendleton 77 coma due to uremia resulting from senility L.K. Philpot 12/24/1903 12/26/1903
2 469 Schwartz Maggie Killians, SC 19 - - burned 2/20/1906 2/21/1906
2 322 Scott Mrs. Nancy Jane Plain St. 84 - - congestion of brain Dr. Lester 5/16/1905
2 390 Scruggs Warren H. Caldwell Hotel 15 - - fracture of skull, fell from dome of Capital F.D. Kendall 9/12/1905 9/13/1905
2 302 Scruggs Wm. C Asylum 17-3 - acute mania J.L. Thompson 4/14/1905
2 245 Seal Elizabeth Asylum 82 - - senile exhaustion Sarah C. Allen 1/12/1905 1/14/1905
2 435 Sharp Fletcher S. Country 25 - - typhoid fever 12/11/1905 12/12/1905
2 348 Sheppard W.M. Knowltons Infirmary 50 - - hemorrhage of kidneys A.B. Knowlton 7/3/1905 7/5/1905
2 231 Shoolbred James Eastover 12/14/1904 12/15/1904
2 370 Siebels Mrs. Corrie T. 1225 Washington St. Dr. McIntosh 8/11/1905 8/12/1905
2 188 Siegler Mary E. 822 Elmwood Ave. hemoragic small pox D.S. Pope 10/22/1904 10/22/1904
2 199 Simmons William Asylum 40 - - general paralysis J.L. Thompson 11/4/1904
2 11 Simpson Samuel Asylum 41 sarcoma of neck J.L. Thompson 12/16/1903
2 229 Simpson W.M. Asylum 42 - - general paralysis J.L. Thompson 12/15/1904
2 385 Singleton Joseph C Asylum 29-8 - acute gastritis Dr. Thompson 9/3/1905
2 486 Sizeman Mannie Asylum - - - general paralysis Sarah C. Allen 3/17/1906
2 419 Sligh Mrs. Blanch Columbia Hospital 25 - - purfural septicemia LeGrand Guerry 10/31/1905 11/1/1905
2 496 Sloan Robert E. Asylum 31-6 - general tuberculosis J.L. Thompson 4/3/1906
2 275 Slusky B. Asylum 2/27/1905 2/28/1905
2 466 Smith Helen Asylum 52 - - general tuberculosis Sarah C. Allen 2/15/1906
2 84 Smith Ga. - 4 - 4/21/1904
2 208 Smoak Melvin Asylum 20 - - epilepsy J.L. Thompson 11/14/1904
2 500 Snipes Asylum
2 219 Snow Thomas C. C Asylum 24-4 - diarrhoea J.L. Thompson 11/28/1904
2 244 Spencer Elizabeth Asylum 38 - - general paralysis Sarah C. Allen 1/8/1905
2 411 Spigener Mrs. Sallie Sims 903 Sumter St. 48 - - neuritis Vernon A. Brooks 10/11/1905 10/12/1905
2 499 Springler John J. Baltimore about 65yrs cardiac disease R.D. Walker, Coroner 4/6/1906
2 156 Sprouse Jos. T. Asylum 35 - - heart failure J.L. Thompson 8/29/1904 8/30/1904
2 139 St. Laurence Frank Hill House about 60 heart failure, alcoholism Owens 7/25/1904 7/26/1904
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Funeral Burial Bill to Washing Preservation
Rock Hill, SC J.M. McFadden
House near Hyatt Park Family Ground Est 15
Elmwood House Arthur Miscally
Elmwood House O.S. Miscally 10
Johnson Johnson
Birmingham, Ala Birmingham, AL Mrs. H. L. Molloy 25
Elmwood 15
Elmwood 1st Presbyterian Est 5
Elmwood 1st Baptist W.A. Moore
Cheraw, SC Cheraw, SC Ellen Moore 10
Calvary Public Shand Bld. Supply
Seneca, SC W.T. Moore 10
Winnsboro, SC Winnsboro, SC Prof. Wm. S. Morrison, Clemson College
Bennettsville, SC Bennettsville, SC L.M. Dunton, Pres Clafflin University
Augusta, Ga Augusta, Ga G.H.Pon
Ebenezer Lutheran Ebenezer Lutheran 15
Elmwood House Coft.
Elmwood House J.J. Myers 15
est
Jewish House H.M. Nathan
Catholic Cemetery St. Peters Catholic Est
Greers, SC Greers, SC C.T. Neely 10
Kingstree, SC Kingstree, SC Willie Lynch
Mill Ground House Mrs. Josephine Wadford
Abbeville, SC Abbeville, SC D.E. Newell 10
Trinity Ch Yd Good Shepherd Est. Mr. E.W. Siebels
Trinity Ch Yd Trinity Vestry of Trinity 15
Spartanburg, SC Spartanburg, SC N.F. Walker 10
Elmwood House Dr.L.B. Owens
House Randolf John Palmer 5
Elmwood Good Shepherd E.H. Palmer 15
Mill Creek Mill Creek A. Patterson, Sr.
Randolf Rev. Joiner, Rice
Graniteville, SC J.B. Paermenter 10
Public House
Elmwood, Grave 7 Row 3 House C.W. Seignous 15
Elmwood House Mrs. Lizzie Perry
Charleston, SC Charleston, SC G.V. Alexander
Chester, SC Chester, SC C.O.D.
Tolliatton, Ga Tolliatton, Ga Dr. L.K. Philpot 10
Elmwood Main St. Meth. Dr. J.A.S. Pike
Lancaster, SC Lancaster, SC Capt. C.A. Plyler 10
Catholic House J.J. Poat, Jr
1517 Laurel Elmwood Dr. D.S. Pope
Perry, SC Perry, SC C.O.D. 10
Elmwood House 2nd Baptist Church
Elmwood House W.J. Powers
Union, SC Union, SC Benj. Presley 10
Morganton, NC Morganton, NC Mrs. Kate M. Price 15
Timmonsville, SC Timmonsville, SC H.E. Price 10
Elmwood House
Elmwood St. Pauls Lutheran Rev. S.S. Rahn (Parker)
Florence, SC Florence, SC T.C. Hatchell 10
Augusta, Ga Augusta, Ga Geo. Baker 15
St. Mathews St. Mathews C.O.D., Mrs A.M.N. Rast
Olympia Morris & Morris
Elmwood Good Shepherd Jas. L. Reid 15
Charleston, SC Charleston, SC J.A. Robeson & Son 10
est Elmwood Asylum
Sumter, SC Sumter, SC E.P. Ricker 15
Elmwood House W.A. Riley
Chesterfield, SC Chesterfield, SC Charlotte Rivers
5
Elmwood 803 Richland St J. Caldwell Robertson
Jordan C.O.D. 10
Honea Path Honea Path Sarah Robinson 10
Honea Path, SC Honea Path, SC J.J. Robinson 10
Yorkville, SC Yorkville, SC Est. 15
Blackville, SC Blackville, SC Mrs. J.S. Rountree
Elmwood House (Bocknight Alley) P.J. Rucker
Richmond, Va 15
Mill Creek Mill Creek L.D. Ruff
Spartanburg, SC Judge of Probate 10
Yorkville, SC Yorkville, SC Charles H. Sandifer 5
Strother Strother W.H. Sandley 15
Trinity
Trinity Elmwood Est 15
Killians, SC Killians, SC J.A. Schwartz
Philadelphia, Pa. Philadelphia, Pa Est. 15
Elmwood 1st Baptist Warren Skruggs 10
Shelton, SC T.L. McMakin
New Market, SC New Market, SC W.T. Moore 10
Family cemetery House
Elmwood 612 Lumber St. 10
Eastover Mrs. R.A. Shoolbred
Trinity Ch Yd Trinity E.G. Seibels 15
Elmwood D.S. Pope, M.D.
Charleston, SC C.O.D.
Ridgeway Samuel Simpson
Walterboro, SC Chester, SC C.O.D.
Greers, SC J.M. Klein 10
Jalapa Greers, SC C.O.D. 10
Pendleton, SC Jalapa J.N. Sligh
Jewish Cemetery Pendleton, SC Albert E. Sloan, Jr. 10
Anderson Jewish Cemetery David Slasky
Elmwood Anderson Robert Smith 10
Elmwood C.M. Smith
Lancaster, SC Branchville, SC J.B. Smoak
Lancaster, SC C.O.D. 10
Harpers, SC Est
Elmwood Spartanburg C.C. Spencer
Baltimore, Md. House M.R. Spigener
Union, SC Baltimore, Md 15
Catholic Cemetery Union, SC Peoples Bank Union 10
St. Peters Catholic F.R. Sealy 15
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Casket Cost Handles Plate Gloves Clothing
B 5/9 Bx 15
13 5/9 Bx Hutton 50 6 black 1.50
G.W. 2/3 Bx 8
3005 2/9 Bx 25
Special 6/0 Bx Elec. Copper Lining 150 6 black 1.50
Square 6/3 -, chestnut box 125 & 25 shirt, tie & button up collar 3.50
65 6 for 1.50 robe 8.00, suit of underwear 1.00
Sq 6/3 Bx Nat 100 8 black 2.00
7 5/9 Bx 25
a 5/9 Bx 9.7 robe 5.00
a 5/6 10
7 5/9 Bx 25 robe 5.00
1210 6/0 Bx 55 robe 8.00
B 6/0 Bx 15
8 5/9 & box 50 robe 5.00
Car. Cor. 6/3 Bx 95 8 black 2.00 suit 14.00
7 6/0 Bx 25 6 black1.50 robe, black 5.00
7 6/3 Bx 30 robe 5.00
285 6/0 W.P. 75 8 white 2.00 wh. Robe 7.00
a 6/3 Bx 10 robe 5.00
Rock 5/6 Bx 60
7 6/3 X 25 robe 5.00
a 6/0 Bx 10 robe 5.00
11 black 2.75
Wh. Clo. 5/9  & Chestnut box 125 & 25
1210 5/6 Bx 60 robe 5.00
3005 2/3 Bx 25 4 white 1.00
7 3/6 bx 12
Wh Couch 5/6 Bx 75 shipping sheet 3.00
285 5/9 Bx 90 Sq. Ex. Sil. Handles 8 white 2.00 white dress 18.00
a 5/9 Bx 10
Rock 5/9 Bx 45 robe 7.00, sheet 3.00
a 5/9 15 robe 5.00
Cor.Ca. 5/9 Bx 75 6 black 1.50
3 2/6 Bx 10
20 6/3 Bx 45 robe 5.00
a 5/9 Bx 10 robe 5.00
a 5/6 Bx 10 sheet 3.00
a 5/6 Bx 10 sheet 3.00
Sq 3/0 Bx 33
1210 5/9 Bx 75
York 5/9 Bx, Trimmed 8 robe 5.00
a 5/9 Bx 15
1210 5/9 Bx 75 6 black 1.50
Y. 5/6 Bx 5 sheet 3.00
Spec. 6/0 Silver Gray & Chestnut Box 125 & 25 suit 15.00, pair slippers 1.50
B 5/9 Bx 15 sheet 3.00
Couch 3/0 50
6 black 1.50
York 5/6 Bx 5
Rock 5/9 Bx 60 robe 8.00
7 5/9 Bx 20 robe 5.00
3 3/0 Bx 10
1210 6/0 Bx 75 6 black 1.50
Y. 5/4 Bx 10
10 5/9 bx 15 robe 5.00
1210 6/0 Bx 60 robe 7.00, sterilized shipping sheet 5.00
3005 2/3 Bx 25
York 6/0 Bx 5 robe 5.00
Rock 6/3 Bx 65
6 white 1.50
York 8
York 5/9 Bx 5 black robe 5.00
B 5/9 Bx 15 robe 5.00, shipping sheet 3.00
W. 6/3 Bx 140
B. 6/0 Bx 15
Wh.P. 5/6 Bx 85 8 white 2.00 robe, white 8.00
1210 6/3 & pine box 80 & 5 6 black 1.50 suit, collar, tie, stockings 15.00
121 5/9 Bx 50 robe 5.00
a 5/9 Bx 5 robe 5.00
20 6/3 Bx 40 robe 6.00
1210 5/9 Bx 65 robe 8.00
Refinished box 5
1210 6/0 bx 75 18 blk 4.50
B. 5/9 Bx 20
Sq Walnut 6/3 & Oak box 200 & 25
W.P 6/0 & box 70 6 white 1.00
York 5 robe 5.00
7 5/6 Bx 25
Wh. Clo. 6/0 Bx 115 10 white 2.50
1210 5/9 Bx 60 6 black 1.50 suit 15.00
1210 6/3 D.XX 120
Charlotte 630 150 gloves for 2.00
Rockwell Clo. 6/0 Bx 75 sheet 3.00
a 6/0 Bx 10 robe 5.00
10 shroud 5.00
B 6/0 Bx 15 robe 5.00
15 shroud 5.00
Y. 6/0 Bx 8.25
7 6/0 Bx 30 robe 5.00
a 5/9 Bx 25 robe 5.00, sheet 3.00
60 robe 7.00
Y. 5/6 Bx 5 sheet 3.00
York 5/6 Bx 5 robe 5.00
a 6/0 Bx 10 robe 5.00
a 5/9 Bx 10 robe 5.00
a 5/6 Bx 10
6 black 1.50
1210 6/0 Bx 60 suit 12.00
a 6/0 Bx 10 robe 5.00
7 5/9 Bx 25 robe 5.00
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hearse 5.00, 4 carriages to RR 12.00
drayage on trunk, service wagon 5.00
hearse 5.00, 4 carriages 12.00, service wagon 5.00, bridge toll .80, advertising .75
hearse 5.00, 7 carriages 21.00, advertising .75




hearse 5.00, 5 carriages 15.00, State & Record 1.50
hearse & services 10.00, 5 carriages 15.00, service wagon 5.00, advertising .75
hearse 5.00
hearse & services 10.00, 2 carriages 6.00, service wagon 5.00, advertising .75




slate 50.00 2 trips hearse 10.00, 9 carriages 36.00, attendants 10.00
lining grave 2.00 advertising .75
5 carriages 15.00, advertising .75
3 carriages 7.50
hearse 5.00, 2 carriages 6.00, 1/2 Lot Cemetery 27.00
hearse 10.00, service wagon 5.00, advertising .75
service wagon 2.00
hearse 5.00, 2 carriages 6.00
hearse 5.00, 5 carriages 20.00, State .75
transportation 5.00
transportation 6.73
slate 50.00 hearse 5.00, 9 carriages 36.00, service wagon 5.00, advertising .75, attendants 10.00
express 5.00
hearse 5.00, advertising .75
Hearse 5.00, Obituary Notice .75, Service Wagon 5.00, Advertising .75
transportation 5.00
hearse 5.00
hearse 5.00, carriages 18.00, advertising .75
transportation 5.00
carriage 3.00, telegram 1.00, advertising .75
slate 50.00 5 carriages 15.00, advertising .75
hearse 5.00, 7 carriages 21.00, service wagon 5.00, attendants 5.00
transportation 5.00
hearse in Augusta & 4 carriages 21.00, wagon & services Augusta 12.50, service wagon 5.00, advertising in Augusta 1.00, transportation 2.60
transportation 5.00
2 carriages 6.00
hearse 5.00, 6 carriages 18.00
transportation 7.75
service wagon 5.00, telegram .30
transportation 7.06
hearse 5.00
slate 50.00 wagon 4.00, hearse 5.00, 8 carriages 34.00, 2 carriages to RR 8.00, 1 hack 2.50, service wagon to RR 5.00, advertising 1.50, attendants 10.00
transportation 5.00
transportation 8.00
hearse 5.00, 3 carriages 12.00
hearse 5.00 3 carriages 9.00, State & Record 1.50
hearse 5.00
hearse 10.00, advertising .75
transportation 5.66
hearse 5.00, transportation 2.73
hearse 5.00
hearse 10.00, 12 carriages 36.00, Ex. New York 19.44, service wagon 5.00, telegrams & baggage 3.10, attendants 15.00
hearse 5.00 12 carriages 36.00
service wagon 5.00
hearse 5.00, 8 carriages 24.00
transportation 5.00
hearse 5.00, 4 carriages 12.00
hearse 5.00
slate 50.00 hearse 5.00, 6 carriages 18.00, 






hearse 5.00, 3 carriages 9.00, 1 wreath 3.00
transportation 7.32





slate 50.00 hearse 5.00, 5 carriages 15.00, service wagon 5.00, advertising .75, attendants 5.00, ambulance service 2.50
hearse 5.00, Clerk of Court .50
transportation 5.00
hearse 5.00, 2 carriages 6.00, advertising .75
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Book Pg. Last Name First Name Colored Late Residence Age (ymd) Cause of death Physician Death Date Burial Date
2 72 Stalvey Wilson S. Asylum 36 - - tuberculosis J.L. Thompson 4/5/1904
2 293 Stanard Malcomb Asylum 40 - - tuberculosis J.L. Thompson 3/30/1905 4/1/1905
2 427 Stark Mrs. 11/18/1905
2 373 Stelling Arthur J. Asylum 76 - - typhoid fever Dr. Thompson 8/17/1905
2 425 Stevens Aaron Green St. 83 - - R.W. Gibbes 11/13/1905 11/14/1905
2 82 Stewart Mrs. Ada H. Fayette, Miss. 28 - - abcess liver 4/16/1904 4/18/1904
2 439 Stoeber Edward M. Atlanta, Ga. 71 - - influenza W.G. Campbell 12/16/1905 12/18/1905
2 401 Stokes Mrs. Eugenia M. 1719 Sumter St. 61-10 - paralysis F.D. Kendall 10/1/1905 10/3/1905
2 407 Stone Clinton Asylum 27 - - typhoid fever J.L. Thompson 10/7/1905 10/9/1905
2 180 Stroud Henry 410 Sumter St. 40 - - heart disease R.W. Gibbes 10/1/1904 10/2/1904
2 284 Stutts W.W. Asylum 69 - - cardiac asthma J.L. Thompson 3/13/1905
2 37 Symmers George Gordon Ashville, NC - - - tuberculosis - - 1/22/1904
2 85 Taffen Mrs. E.A. Pendleton St. 80-1 - brights disease Dr. Wm. Weston 4/26/1904 4/27/1904
2 453 Talley Mrs. Elizabeth Capers 1830 Senate St. 52 - - asthemia J.J. Watson 1/14/1906 1/15/1906
2 115 Talley Mrs. Eugenia State Hospital 74 - - dropsy, chronic bronchitis Dr. Sarah Allen 6/2/1904 6/3/1904
2 237 Taner Hattie E. North Main St. 60 - - T.M. DuBose 12/25/1904 12/26/1904
2 443 Taylor Dr. B.W. 1409 Plain St. 72 - - pneumonia T.M. DuBose 12/27/1905 12/29/1905
2 118 Taylor Marian S. 1114 Henderson - 5 - pneumonia L.K. Philpot 6/7/1904 6/7/1904
2 460 Taylor Mary Asylum 76 - - valvular heart disease Sarah C. Allen 2/6/1906
2 15 Taylor Thomas Gervais 77 10 - W.B. Taylor 12/22/1903 12/23/1903
2 137 Tazer Mrs. Mary A. 1513 Sumter St. Taylor 7/23/1904 7/26/1904
2 108 Teal W.C. Asylum 24-2 - epilepsy J.L. Thompson 5/27/1904
2 127 Thomas Franklin State Hospital 65 - - exhaustion from senility J.L. Thompson 6/26/1904
2 132 Thomas Mary Asylum 74-6 - brights disease Sarah C. Allen 7/14/1904
2 274 Thomas Mrs. Frances J. 1413 Laurel St. 73 - - cerebral hemorrhage cardiac disease J. H. McIntosh, M.D. 2/24/1905
2 164 Thompson Carrie Asylum 18 - - typhoid fever Sarah C. Allen 9/8/1904 9/10/1904
2 225 Thompson Julia Asylum 42 - - general paralysis J.W. Babcock 12/7/1904
2 266 Thompson Miss Mattie Asylum 18 - - epileptic Sarah C. Allen 2/16/1905
2 217 Thompson Hugh S. New York 68-10-27 nephritis E.J. Brown 11/20/1904 11/23/1904
2 20 Thorn K.E. Crane Creek 58 12/28/1903 12/29/1903
2 122 Torley S.A. cor, Lady & Gates St. 83 - - A.B. Moulton 6/10/1904 6/11/1904
2 39 Trapp S.A. Lady & Lincoln St 28 - - tuberculosis Dr. Owens & coroner 1/27/1904 1/28/1904
2 438 Trevathan J.W. Greensboro, N.C. 30 - - chronic peritonitis Julius J. Hilton 12/12/1905 12/15/1905
2 184 Trumbo Austus A., Jr. Washington St. 38 - - tuberculosis T.M. DuBose 10/14/1904 10/16/1904
2 344 Turpin L. Earle Asylum 40 - - phthsis pulmonolisis J.L. Thompson 6/25/1905 6/26/1905
2 420 Tuten Wilkins Asylum 19-6 - epilepsy J.L. Thompson 11/3/1905 11/4/1905
2 81 Vanderhorst Robert A. Hospital 24 - - gunshot wound LeGrand Gurry 4/14/1904 4/15/1904
2 3 Venning, Jr. W.C. Asylum 45 paresis J.L. Thompson 12/1/1903 12/2/1903
2 67 Vowell Iola May 1825 Laurel St. 35 - - pulmonary tuberculosis L.K. Philpot 3/23/1904 3/24/1904
2 175 Walker Chester Earle 1013 Washington St. - 1 - pneumonia A.B. Knowlton 9/23/1904 9/23/1904
2 388 Walker Harry 817 Tobacco St. 1-3 - Dr. W.W. Weston 9/6/1905 9/7/1905
2 254 Walker Miss Edith Hospital 18 - - acute peritonitis Dr. Gary 1/29/1905 1/31/1905
2 75 Walker Mrs. C.B. Laurel St. 65 - - D.S. Pope 4/9/1904 4/10/1904
2 400 Walker Mrs. May Chandler Hospital 23 - - typhoid fever W.M. Lester 10/1/1905 10/3/1905
2 147 Walker Raymond Davis 1425 Gates St. 1-8-11 8/7/1904 8/8/1904
2 263 Wallace Fannie C. Blanding St. 69 - - pneumonia T.M. DuBose 2/9/1905 2/10/1905
2 71 Wallace Mrs. Ida B. Asylum 61-1 - nephritis apoplexy Sarah C. Allen 4/3/1904 4/4/1904
2 144 Washington D.L. C 2016 Sumter St. 5 - - 8/7/1904 8/8/1904
2 238 Watts John Gary Hospital 36 - - Lester 12/25/1904
2 272 Watts Mary Lorena Asylum 21 - - epilepsy Sarah C. Allen 2/23/1905 2/24/1905
2 412 Weieking Mrs. Louisa 2120 Lincoln St. 58 - - pulmonary tuberculosis Mary R. Baker 10/15/1905 10/16/1905
2 431 Weir Hugh Rear of Post Office 67 - - exhaustion T.M. DuBose 11/26/1905 11/27/1905
2 316 Weir Margaret A. Cor. Richland & Gadsden R.W. Gibbes 5/10/1905 5/11/1905
2 171 Wells Ralph G. Knowltons Infirmary poisoned wound of scalp A.B. Knowlton 9/19/1904 9/21/1904
2 202 Wesberry Myrtle Bluff Road 2-4 - Dr. Pope 11/8/1904 11/8/1904
2 347 Wescott 1106 Oak St. 1 - - 6/30/1905 7/1/1905
2 103 Weston Dr. Thomas P. Congaree 65 - - Dr. W.W. Ray 5/15/1904 5/15/1904
2 445 Whaley Percilla C. Monticello Road 82 - - pneumonia T.M. DuBose 1/2/1906 1/4/1906
2 467 Wham William P. Asylum 69 - - La Grippe J.L. Thompson 2/16/1906
2 119 White Alvin 702 Plain St. 1 - - enteritis S.M. Deal 6/6/1904 6/7/1904
2 203 White Marie Stratton Alley #1 19 - - 11/8/1904 11/9/1904
2 268 White Mrs. Fannie 1300 Laurel 56 - - neurosthemis Dr. F.M. DuBose 2/17/1905 2/18/1905
2 251 White Mrs. Mary J. 1820 Gadsden St. 59 - - F.D. Kendall 1/26/1905 1/27/1905
2 465 Whittle Mr. A.C. Asylum 59 - - acute melancholy J.L. Thompson 2/11/1906
2 332 Wilburn Neva Asylum 29 - - intestinal tuberculosis J.M.Babcock 5/30/1905
2 313 Wiley Mrs. Mary C. Hospital 68 - - 5/5/1905 5/6/1905
2 436 Williams J.C. Asylum 71 - - cerebral hemorrhage J.L. Thompson 12/12/1905 12/12/1905
2 324 Williams Martha C 1213 Laurel St nat. coroner 5/17/1905 5/18/1905
2 413 Williams William E. 1117 College St. 71-3-11 nephritis H.W. Rice 10/18/1905 10/19/1905
2 91 Williamson Mary 2 Notch Road - - - 5/5/1904
2 252 Willis Carrie N. Asylum 36 - - general tuberculosis Sarah C. Allen 1/28/1905 1/30/1905
2 216 Willson Mrs. Mary C. Washington St. 11/21/1904 11/22/1904
2 325 Wilson George M. Hopkins, DC 53 - - brights disease F.D. Kendall 5/19/1905 5/21/1905
2 194 Wilson Wm. N. Asylum 77 - - cerebral hemorrhage J.L. Thompson 10/31/1904
2 207 Wise Florence 829 Lady St. 19 - - typhoid fever R.W. Gibbes 11/12/1904 11/13/1904
2 273 Wise Infant of J.S. Wise 216 William in Granby Mills 1 - - 2/24/1905 2/25/1905
2 18 Wright Elwell Asylum 27 8 - phthsis pulmanalisis J.L. Thompson 12/23/1903 12/24/1903
2 417 Wright Harriet E. Asylum 48 - - general pulmanalisis Allen 10/24/1905 10/24/1905
2 112 Youmans Paul H. Hospital 33 - - B.W. Taylor 5/29/1904 5/30/1904
2 326 Young J.D. Asylum 56-2 - phthisis pulmonalisis J.L. Thompson 5/21/1905
2 349 Young Maggie Irene 2027 Lincoln St. 1-1 - enteritis A.B. Knowlton 7/4/1905 7/4/1905
2 98 Young Maggie May 72 Taylor St. - 7 1/2 - Dr. Pope 5/11/1904 5/12/1904
2 483 Young Mrs. Kate E. Blanding St. 51 - - J.J. Watson 3/11/1906 3/12/1906
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Funeral Burial Bill to Washing Preservation
Conway, SC Conway, SC J.K. Stalvey 10
Silver J.T. Snipe, St. Paul, SC 10
A.J. Green
Charleston, SC Theresa Stelling 10
Elmwood Washington St. Methodist Ch W.A. Stevens
Elmwood 1st Presbyterian Est
Elmwood Good Shepherd
Charleston, SC Charleston, SC Miss Mattie H. Gray 15
Pelzer Pelzer L. Padgett, P.M. at Pelzer, SC 10
Randolph House Est
St. Mathews St. Mathews C.O.D. 10
1st Presbyterian Elmwood Mrs. J.B. Symmers
Athens, Ga Athens, Ga Rev. Witman 15
Elmwood House Robt. Moorman
Trinity Ch Yd Trinity Church T.H. Gibbes
Elmwood House
Elmwood Trinity Est
Elmwood House Edward Taylor
Bennettsville
Trinity Trinity Est
Elmwood House Est., W.H. Dial Jr., Madison Fla. 15
Chesterfield C.H. Chesterfield C.H. Merchant & Farmers Bank, Cheraw, SC 10
Clover, York Co W.Brown Wylie, Clerk of Court, York Co 10
Clover, SC Clover, SC W.Brown Wylie,Yorkville, SC
Rome, NY House Est 15
Smyrna, SC Smyrna, SC T.J. Thompson 10
Hickory Grove Julia Thompson 10
Midway, SC Mrs. Mary Johns
Trinity Ch Yd Trinity Church Est
Crane Creek Crane Creek J.M. Thorne
Elmwood House Southern Express Co.
Blythewood Blythewood J.J. Trapp 10
Elmwood Greensboro, N.C. Mrs. J.W. [Trevethan]
Charleston, SC Charleston, SC A.A. Trumbo 15
Greenville, SC Greenville, SC Miss Leila Turpin 10
Furman, SC Furman, SC J.S. Tuten, 7.20 at Asylum
Charleston, SC Charleston, SC F.H. Weston & Wm. Weston 15
Sumter Sumter Mrs. W.E. Venning
House Elmwood, Lot 26, Row 1 W.A. Vowell
Elmwood House W.J. Walker
Elmwood House Mr. George Walker
Elmwood Trinity J. Frost Walker 15
St. Peters Catholic Church Yard St. Peters Catholic C.J. Beck & E.J. Brennan, Miss M.C. Casey
Elmwood Good Shepherd R.F. Walker 15
Elmwood House R.D. Walker
1st Presbyterian Ch. Yd. 1st Presbyterian Est
Darlington Darlington Est
Public House Jas. L. Washington
Laurens, SC Mr. J.D. Watts 15
Newberry, SC Newberry, SC Mr. John Watts 10
Charleston, SC Charleston, SC H.M. Miller 15
Elmwood House Est 5
Elmwood House E.M. Brayton
Clyde, NC Clyde, NC H.V. Wells 15
Elmwood 1st Presbyterian
Mill Creek House R.T. Wescott
Congaree Congaree F.H. Weston
Youngs Island, SC House Mrs. Micki Jenkins
Pelzer, SC Pelzer, SC William P. Wham, Jr.
Public House Ellen White
Public House
Rockhill, SC Rock Hill, SC W.H. Whyte
Elmwood Trinity Church Est., Va Life Ins Co
Batesburg C.O.D.
Union, SC Mrs. Alice H. Wilburn 10
1st Presbyterian Ch Yd Trinity Est., J.Q. Marshall
Blackville, SC Blackville, SC J. Freeman Williams
Public House Frank Williams
Orangeburg, SC Orangeburg, SC F.H. Williams 5
New Baumville New Baumville W.H. Williamson
Batesburg Batesburg W.W. Brooks 10
Elmwood Ebenezer Lutheran Mrs. Metts & Mrs. Bowes
Elmwood St. Pauls Lutheran Est. 15
Westminster, SC Westminster, SC Robt. Wilson 10
St. Mathews St. Mathews Est 10
Elmwood House J.S. Wise
Jas. Wright Hodges 10
10
Trinity Ch Yd House, Main & Pendleton Est
Anderson, SC M.P. Tribbl 10
Tweed, NC House T.C. Young 10
Augusta, Ga Augusta, Ga. J.D. Young
1st Presbyterian Ch Yd 1st Presbyterian Miss Bessie Young
A.S. Heyward
Dr. T.M. Mann, Ashville, NC
Mrs. Henry Barber
Elmwood grave No. 35, row 2  Harry Walker
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Casket Cost Handles Plate Gloves Clothing
B 6/5 Bx 15 robe 5.00
7 5/6 Bx, Oak 22 robe 5.00
231 6- & box 75 robe 5.00, sheet 3.00
7 6/0 Bx 30 6 for 1.50 robe 5.00
#1140, 5.00 6 wh 1.50
car. 5/9 Bx 85
6/3 Bx 25 robe 5.00, sanitary sheet 3.00
B 6/0 Bx 25 robe 5.00
a 6/0 Bx 10 robe 5.00
6 black  1.50, 
Elip. 5/9 125 6 black 1.50
1210 5/9 75 8 black 2.00
1210 5/9 Bx 75 8 black 2.00 robe, cream 12.00
Sq. 6/3 #3500 Charlotte 175 36 black 9.00
3 2/6 Bx 12
B 5/9 Bx 21.75
1210 6/3 80
Special 5/9 125 6 black 1.50 robe 10.00
a 6/0 Bx 10 robe 5.00
York 6/0 Bx 10 robe 5.00
B 5/6 Bx 15
Elip 5/6 & cheastnut box 125 & 25 9 black 2.25 Cr. Wrapper
B 5/6 Bx 15.48 shipping sheet 3.00
York Bx 5
York 5/6 bx 5
8 5/9 bx 40
25 5/9 Bx 45 robe 8.00
A 6/0 Bx 15 robe 5.00, sheet 5.00, underwear & stockings 1.00
1210 6/0 Bx 65 sheet 3.00
7 6/0 Bx 20 robe 8.00, sheet 3.00
7 5/9 Bx 25 robe 5.00
Fancy Corner 6/3 Bx 85 suit 15.00, suit underwear 1.50
b 5/9 bx 15 robe 5.00
8 5/9 Bx 50 6 black 1 cream robe 9.00
3 2/3 Bx 10
3 gloss white 10
285 5/9 75 8 white 2.00 white dress 20.00
8 5/9 Bx 35
W.P. 5/6 Bx 70 6 white 1.50
3 2/9 Bx 12
Elip 5/9 125 12 black 3.00 black dress 18.00
Crape 6/0 Bx 35
B Bx 10
1210 5/9 Bx 75 robe 8.00
7 5/9 & box 20 robe 6.00
Rock 5/9 & chestnut box 65 & 15 sanitary sheet 5.00
209 6/0 Bx 60
25 6/0 Bx 35 6 black 1.50
1210 6/0 Bx 85 suit 15.00
Gloss W 3/6 Bx 20
G.W. 2/6 Bx 15
5070 5/9 Bx 85
1210 5/6 & chestnut box 75 & 15
Blk Clo. 6/0 Bx 55 robe 5.00
a 3/0 Bx 8
25 6/0 Bx 40 robe 8.00
1210 5/9 & box 60
B 5/9 Bx 25 robe, white 5.00
a 6/0 Bx 10 robe 5.00
B 5/6 Bx 20 sheet 3.00
Car. Co. 5/9 Bx 100 11 black 2.75 black dress 20.00
7 6/0 Bx 25 robe 5.00
q 6/0 10
Rock 6/3 Bx 60 robe 10.00
B 5/9 Bx 20 6 black 1.50
20 5/9 Bx 35 robe 5.00, sheet 3.00
1210 6/0 Bx 60 20 black 4.50
Rock 6/0 Bx 60 6 black 1.50 suit 15.00, suit underwear & socks 1.25
a 5/9 Bx 10 shirt, tie & collar 1.50
7 5/6 Bx 25 robe 5.00
3 2/6 & box 12 robe 5.00
a 5/9 box 10
Cl 6/0 Sil.Gray 60
1210 6/0 Bx 65 8 black  2.00
1210 5/9 Bx 75 suit 15.00, 1 pair slippers 2.00, sheet 3.00
G.W. 2/9 Bx 18
3005 2/9 Bx 25
Rich. 5/6 Bx 65 6 black 1.50 robe, black 8.00
stillborn & box 7
1 box
B & Box 18
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Vault Other
shipping sheet 3.00, transportation 10.70
transportation 5.00
removing remains of Mrs. Stark
telephoning to Stuhr .75, 1 carriage 3.00, 2 trips service wagon 10.00
hearse 5.00, 5 carriages 15.00, advertising .75
satin mattress 5.00,hearse 5.00, 9 carriages 27.00, flower wagon 3.00, service wagon 5.00, attendants 10.00
hearse & services 10.00, 5 carriages 15.00, service wagon 5.00
Blk inaffer 20.00, 2 carriages 6.00, shipping remains 5.00, transportation 3.86
transportation 6.72
hearse 5.00, 3 carriages 6.00
transportation 5.00
1 hearse 5.00, 6 carriages 18.00, 1 carriage to RR 2.00, service wagon 2 trips 10.00, attendants 10.00
service wagon, two trips 10.00
slate 50.00 hearse 5.00, 10 carriages 30.00, 1 hack 1.00, flower wagon 3.00
hearse 5.00, 5 carriages 15.00, organist Trinity 2.00, service wagon 5.00, State & Record 1.50
hearse 5.00, 8 carriages 24.00
slate 50.00 sexton fee 2.00, 15 carriages 45.00, organist 2.00, service wagon for flowers 3.00, 2 notices State 1.50
2 carriages 6.00
transportation 6.25
slate 50.00 3 carriages 9.00 hearse 5.00 organist 2.00








2 hearse trips 10.00, 6 carriages 18.00, 4 carriages to RR 12.00, hacks & porters 5.00, organist 2.00 attendants 25.00
hearse 5.00, 3 carriages 9.00
hearse & services 10.00, carriage 3.00, service wagon 5.00
17 candles 1.70, service wagon 5.00, advertising .75
carriage to RR 3.00, service wagon 5.00, transportation 3.86
transportation expenses 5.00
hearse 5.00, 4 carriages 12.00, advertising State & Record 1.50
slate 50.00 2 wreath, 1 cross 7.50, hearse 5.00, 10 carriages 30.00, floral wagon 2.00, organist 2.00, service wagon 5.00, advertising 1.50, sexton fee 2.00
hearse 5.00
hearse 5.00, 5 carriages 15.00, advertising 1.50
slate 50.00 hearse 5.00, 10 carriages 30.00, advertising .75
2 carriages 6.00, service wagon 5.00
carriage 3.00, service wagon 5.00
hearse 5.00, 6 carriages 18.00, advertising .75




1 hack for minister 1.50, service wagon 5.00
transportation 6.72
1 carriage 3.00
hearse 5.00, 3 carriages 7.50
service wagon 5.00
hearse 5.00, 6 carriages 18.00, sexton fee 2.00, State .75
transportation 5.00
transportation 5.00
hearse 5.00, 9 carriages 27.00, organist Trinity 2.00, sexton fee 2.00, service wagon from hospital to house 5.00
service wagon 5.00
hearse 5.00, 3 carriages 9.00
shipping 5.00
slate 50.00 hearse 5.00, 3 carriages 9.00, advertising .75
hearse 5.00, 6 carriages 18.00, expenses 5.00, State & Record 1.50, service wagon 5.00
transportation 9.72
1 carriage 3.00, 1/2 Lot Cemetery
shipping shut 3.00 transportation 5.42
(?) 5.00
hearse 5.00, 3 carriages 9.00, service wagon 5.00
express transportation 7.32
hearse 5.00, 1 carriage to RR 3.00
hearse 5.00, carriage 3.00
hearse 5.00, 5 carriages 20.00, 1 hack 1.00
carriage 3.00
disinterring remains Old Jewish ground interring in New Jewish ground
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Stewart Mrs. Ada H.
Stoeber Edward M.




































Walker Mrs. May Chandler
Walker Raymond Davis
Wallace Fannie C.







Wells Ralph G. 
Wesberry Myrtle
Wescott






White Mrs. Mary J.
Whittle Mr. A.C.
Wilburn Neva

















Young Mrs. Kate E.
Infant








































































































































































Chicora Foundation, Inc. 
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